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Abstract 
The objective of this thesis is to provide improved load-pull measurement 
strategies based on an open-loop active load pull measurement system.  A 
review of the evolution of non-linear measurement systems as well as 
behavioural model generation approaches has been presented.  An 
intelligence driven active load-pull system has been presented in this thesis, 
based on deriving local PHD models to aid the prediction of the desired 
active signal in order to achieve a target reflection coefficient.  The 
algorithm proved to be effective in reducing the number of iterations in an 
open-loop active load-pull system and thus improving the utilisation 
efficiency.  A non-linear measurement approach suitable for wafer 
mapping and technology screening applications has also been presented as 
an application of this new algorithm.  In this thesis, it has also been shown 
how the Cardiff Behavioural model is effective in its ability to interpolate or 
extrapolate non-linear measurement data and thereby improve the quality 
of measurement data and speed of measurement systems.  This 
investigation was carried out in two stages; fundamental interpolation 
testing and harmonic interpolation and extrapolation testing. 
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Summary 
1. Discussed and investigated the inherent problems with active and 
passive load-pull measurement systems.  
2. Discussed the current trends in Non-linear Behavioural modelling.  
3. Designed and implemented an algorithm, based on deriving and 
using local Polyharmonic Distortion models to aid the prediction of 
the desired load emulation point and thus reduce the number of 
iterations in an open loop active load-pull system.  
4. Developed and demonstrated a non-linear wafer mapping technique 
based on the above algorithm and the ability to archive non-linear 
data using the Cardiff Behavioural Model formulations. 
5. Investigated the interpolation and extrapolation capabilities of non-
linear behavioural models based on load-pull measurements on the 
fundamental and second harmonic tones.  
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Radio Frequency (RF) amplifiers are a key component in communication 
systems and their design often determines a system’s architecture. In the 
early days of amplifier development, vacuum tubes were used to increase 
the amplitude of a signal.  In 1904 the diode was invented by Sir John 
Ambrose Fleming and was used as a radio detector and rectifier [1].  In 
1905, an RF receiver known as the ‚Marconi–Fleming Valve Receiver‛ was 
designed to incorporate the invention commercially.  This invention was a 
revolutionary idea, and put down the foundations for many further 
inventions.  The next few decades saw an increase in demand for high 
frequency receivers such as for radar applications including the use of 
cavity magnetron [2] for radar receivers.  Soon after World War II a 
significant invention took place; named the point-contact transistor [3].  The 
birth of the transistor was marked by this development in 1947 by Walter 
House Brattain, John Bardeen and William Bradford Shockley who were 
working at Bell Laboratories at the time.  Their work was driven by the 
desire to replace vacuum tubes in telephone systems and eventually led to 
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the development of the first Bipolar Junction Transistor in 1950 [4] and 
hence Solid State Power Amplifiers (SSPA) started emerging based on 
using silicon substrates.  
There were various advantages of the solid state technology such as 
reliability, ruggedness, size, characteristics of operation and cost [5].  In the 
1960s a significant advancement in this technology boosted amplifier 
development for power generation, control and amplification.  SSPA 
components became critical factor in reducing the cost and size of 
communication subsystems due to improvement in the manufacturing 
process.  Using silicon substrates made it possible to integrate both active 
and passive components on the same substrate, thus the realisation of 
Integrated Circuits (ICs) as well as Monolithic Microwave Integrated 
Circuits (MMICs) [6].  The resulting circuits were very compact in size and 
could operate at reduced supply voltages eventually leading to the 
development of portable handheld equipment.  
Requirements and applications of modern communication systems 
are therefore very varied in terms of frequency of operation and power.  A 
table of RF frequency allocations from 9 KHz to 275 GHz, as released in 
2010 by independent regulator and competition authority for the UK 
communications industries (OFCOM) is provided in [7].  Implementation 
of each of these applications entails providing a specific modulation format 
and output power level.  This makes it necessary to provide a unique 
design solution for each component in a communication system for 
effective usage in transmitting/receiving technologies. 
1.2 The rise in requirements for efficiency 
It has been recently reported [8] that there are over 6 billion mobile phone 
subscribers world-wide.  At the present time, this accounts for more than a 
third of the world’s population and the number is still growing.  
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With the introduction of 3rd and 4th Generation (3G and 4G) mobile 
networks [9], users are now equipped with more than just a wireless 
telephone service on their mobile phone.  Subscribers globally now have 
access to Global Positioning System (GPS) applications, internet, email, 
music and video streaming and many other features which require faster 
data transfer rates and thus a higher cost to both the subscribers and 
network operators.  
At the same time, there is a demand for ‚greener‛ systems, placing a 
demand on portability of devices as well as improved battery life. Thus the 
drive for improved power efficiency does not only come from the mobile 
handset market.  Network provider infrastructures such as base stations are 
also prone to the same cost, efficiency and power requirements.  The mobile 
phone market is just one example of this demand trend.  There is a similar 
constraint on military and aerospace applications whereby reliability, 
weight and size govern the design of equipment.  
When narrowed-down, it is the RF Power Amplifier (RFPA) stage 
which governs how efficient and portable the communication system is. For 
example, in the mobile handset industry, power requirements of the low 
power amplifiers within the handset control how long the battery life is. 
Maximising the output power as well as the DC-to-RF conversion (also 
called the efficiency) of the RFPA is therefore paramount in designing such 
demanding wireless components.  
1.3 Tools for high efficiency RFPA design 
Traditionally, RFPAs were designed using linear design based on s-
parameters [10].  This provided insight into the characteristics of the 
behaviour of the transistor such as for a two-port device: gain (s21), input 
match (s11), output match (s22) and stability.  In order to capture the 
desired data for linear design, s-parameter measurements are carried out 
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under small-signal conditions (no harmonic content) using a Vector 
Network Analyser (VNA) [11].  The s-parameters can then be imported into 
Computer Aided Design tools (CAD) and the RFPA designer can then 
simulate and prototype the PA in a time-efficient manner.  Whilst linear 
amplifier design provides very good RF small-signal gain, the maximum 
theoretical achievable efficiency in such modes of operation is 50%.  The 
system total efficiency will be further reduced by dealing with the DC 
energy not converted to RF energy, but dissipated as heat.  This is known 
as the Class-A mode of operation [12].  
High efficiency modes of operation of RFPAs are governed by 
driving the device sufficiently into compression (> 1dB gain compression). 
The consequence of this is that the device under test (DUT) starts to 
generate additional spectral products.  Efficiency improvements can be 
noticed when the fundamental output impedance and the impedance at 
these additional spectral products, most notably at the second and third 
harmonic frequencies are matched appropriately using load-pull 
measurements.  Such modes include Class-F and Class-J [13]-[14]. S-
parameters however fail to represent non-linear behaviour of active devices 
and thus new measurement techniques are required to design such modes 
of RFPAs.  
1.3.1 Non-linear Vector Network Analysers (NVNAs) 
Until the release of specific NVNA hardware, non-linear device 
instrumentation was largely based on VNA measurements with extended 
capabilities.  An example is power and spectral measurements with an 
appropriate test set and extended load-pull functionality.  While 
measurement and acquisition of data using a VNA is very rapid, its 
inability to provide a full non-linear response introduces limitations on 
design.  Using a Class-F RFPA design as an example, the current waveform 
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is required as a half-wave rectified sinusoid, and the voltage is a square 
wave [13].  An accurate measurement of magnitude and phase of the 
fundamental tone as well as the harmonically related tones is thus required. 
Measurement of magnitude of the spectral components is possible using a 
spectrum analyser or power meter.  However, due to the lack of phase 
information, the calculation of voltage and current waveforms from 
standard VNA instrumentation is impossible making the Class-F design 
example difficult to achieve and impossible to verify.  
Non-linear test and measurement instrumentation (NVNA) was 
therefore developed to provide insight into the time-domain voltage and 
current waveforms and used in conjunction with source- and load-pull 
measurement systems to provide control over the shape of these 
waveforms.  As a concept, measurement of time-domain waveforms can be 
carried out directly at the terminals of the DUT using an oscilloscope (a 
time domain solution) or via measured frequency components (frequency 
domain solution).  At the present time, both these solutions are 
commercially available.  The Agilent PNA-X [15] for example, provides a 
NVNA capability with a phase reference unit to provide calibrated time-
domain waveforms.  The Mesuro MB150 Active Load-pull system features 
a time-domain solution whereby a Tektronix Digital Sampling Oscilloscope 
(DSO) is used as the primary receiver [16].  
1.3.2 Source- and Load-pull systems 
Load-pull is the accurate measurement of key nonlinear performance 
parameters such as output power, gain, efficiency and linearity as a 
function of frequency, input drive, temperature and many other factors. 
Most importantly, these measurements are carried out as function of 
fundamental load impedance [17].  Commercial load-pull implementations 
include a calibrate-able test-set, and more recently, an NVNA capable of 
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measuring time-domain waveforms and an automated mechanism of 
controlling the desired reflection coefficients.  Load-pull systems are 
classified into two broad categories.  
The first, passive load-pull is based on a stepper-motor driven 
tuning mechanism which contains one or more stubs that can alter the 
fundamental or harmonic load impedance by controlling the position and 
length of these stubs [18].  These tuning instruments are widely used in 
many labs around the world. However they are faced with the challenge of 
achieving high enough reflection coefficients due to the inherent losses 
within the tuners.  
The second approach is called active load-pull [19].  In this mode, an 
active signal, provided by a phase-controllable synthesiser is amplified and 
injected thus addressing the problems of loss and allowing unrestricted 
coverage of the smith-chart.  There are various problems with this 
technique.  Firstly, the active signal requires an amplifier that has a large 
enough gain and thus the load-pull signal to achieve the desired impedance.  
Independent synthesisers are also required for each controllable harmonic. 
The cost of amplifiers as well as synthesisers however increases with 
frequency and it thus becomes an expensive implementation.  Secondly, if 
an open-loop [19] mechanism is used for active load-pull, the measurement 
system becomes iterative, increasing the time taken for device 
measurement.  This is because in the open-loop mode, there is no prior 
knowledge of the reflected waves and thus the system has to iterate via a 
mathematical algorithm or otherwise to achieve the desired reflection 
coefficient.  
One of the objectives of the work presented in this thesis is therefore 
to research and develop strategies for faster active load-pull measurements 
using the open-loop architecture and thus improve the measurement 
system utilisation efficiency.  
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1.3.3 Non-linear behavioural models 
While non-linear measurement instrumentation provides the desired 
functionality in collecting the required measurement data for high 
efficiency design, it is of paramount importance to provide such data in the 
CAD environment.  The two main CAD tools in use at the present time are 
Agilent’s Advanced Design System (ADS) [20] and Applied Wave 
Research’s (AWR) Microwave Office [21].  
 The data collected from the aforementioned measurement systems is 
typically represented as a black-box behavioural model.  More recently, 
behavioural modelling development has focussed on frequency-domain 
concepts with a fundamental motivation to define a non-linear formulation 
that is an equivalent of linear s-parameter formulations [22].  Another 
consequence of this desire is that the model definitions have been derived 
in the travelling wave domain.  Current trends in non-linear behavioural 
modelling include:  
i) Volterra Input Output (VIOMAP) [23] 
ii) Poly Harmonic Distortion Modelling (PHD) [24] 
iii) S-functions [25] 
iv) X-parameters™  [26] 
v) Cardiff Behavioural Model [27] 
 
It has to be noted that the approaches named above have similar 
formulations for example; they all include phase conjugated mixing 
products.  The underlying concepts have been proven to describe 
behaviour of the DUT to map load-pull contours over the entire smith chart 
[28].  
Non-linear measurement service providers and instrument 
manufacturers often provide their own mechanism for providing a suitable 
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model in CAD.  Most notably, for example, is X-parameters™ developed by 
Agilent Technologies.  This is a black-box non-linear behavioural model 
which, according to Agilent, is the ‚non-linear equivalent of s-parameters‛ 
[26].  X-parameters were released as a measurement option with Agilent’s 
new generation PNA-X and a passive load-pull tuning system developed 
by Maury Microwave.  This provided a turn-key solution to extracting a 
non-linear device model for use in CAD [29].  
X-parameters, like S-functions and the Cardiff Behavioural, all have 
a common ‚root‛, the Poly Harmonic Distortion (PHD) modelling concept 
[24].  In theory, these models describe a generalised transfer function 
relating an input signal at a given port to the observed output signal at all 
ports.  These transfer functions are captured using both the incident and 
reflecting travelling waves to and from a port under a given drive level.  
This therefore makes them reduce to s-parameters under linear excitation 
conditions as described by Baylis et al. in [22].  
Measurement based models such as these however suffer from 
various deficiencies as pointed out by Heimlich et al. in [30].  The 
measurement density and discrete parameterisation required to capture a 
full non-linear model under various stimuli e.g. frequency, input power, 
temperature, input and output bias creates an explosion in model file size. 
Another factor, mainly seen in X-parameter and S-function extraction, is the 
accuracy of harmonic predictions.  A harmonic model in these 
implementations is based on measurements carried out using ‚tickle tone‛ 
signals.  These are small signal tones approximately 20dBc below the 
fundamental excitation used to derive harmonic cross products at each 
fundamental load-pull point.  Using such a model, the measurement data is 
then extrapolated within the simulator to predict performance all around 
the smith chart.   
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One of the objectives of the work presented in this thesis is therefore 
to investigate and provide evidence on the accuracy of fundamental 
interpolation and harmonic extrapolation and interpolation.   
1.4  Objectives and structure of the thesis 
The objective of this thesis is to provide improved load-pull measurement 
strategies based on an open-loop active load pull measurement system.  
The first strategy is to develop an improved load-pull convergence 
algorithm, based on deriving local PHD models to aid the prediction of the 
desired active signal in order to achieve a target reflection coefficient.  With 
the aid of this algorithm, measurement system utilisation efficiency will be 
greatly improved allowing the user to carry out faster load-pull sweep 
plans.  An investigation into numerical concepts was used to define the 
problem area followed by a discussion on the load-pull error model.  A 
new strategy was then designed and proved to be effective in reducing the 
number of iterations and thus improving the utilisation efficiency from a 
typical value of < 30% up-to 90%.  The work was demonstrated by carrying 
out load-pull measurements on 0.5W Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) devices as 
an example of load-pull characterisation.  The load-pull measurement 
system used was developed in Cardiff University and based on a time-
domain measurement capability provided for by a 4-channel Tektronix 
Digital Sampling oscilloscope as the primary receiver.  
 Applications of the improved load-pull measurement system 
described above were the subject of the next strategy whereby a non-linear 
wafer mapping process was used as an example of high speed device 
characterisation using an active load-pull system.  Using the Cardiff 
Behavioural modelling formulations, it was shown that non-linear data 
collected from the wafer mapping process can be readily archived and thus 
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made available in CAD with the same elegance as S-parameter data was for 
small-signal measurements.   
 The final objective is to investigate the fundamental and harmonic 
accuracy of a measurement based behavioural model.  
Using the data and conclusions of this investigation, recommendations for 
the size of load-pull data grids and extent to which harmonic extrapolation 
can be carried out will determine the recommended strategy for 
performing fundamental and harmonic load-pull measurements.  This is a 
critical question when faced with the challenge of reducing measurement 
time due to iterations in active load-pull or lack of impedance coverage 
when using passive load-pull.  
1.5 Chapter Synopsis 
Chapter 2 is a literature review, aimed to discuss the evolution of 
microwave measurement systems from linear RF measurements to the non-
linear RF measurement domain.  It includes a historical account of 
measurement architectures, eventually leading to automated source- and 
load-pull measurement systems.  A detailed discussion of passive and 
active load-pull architectures provides an insight into the advantages and 
short comings of each technique.  By the end of this chapter, the reader is 
introduced to the automated open-loop active load-pull measurement 
system architecture – the focus of this thesis.  
 Chapter 3 aims to review various non-linear behavioural model 
generation approaches available today.  Starting with a comparison of 
behavioural models to compact and physical models, the chapter explores 
various advantages of using this approach.  The theory behind the PHD 
model is also described and shown how most modern frequency domain 
behavioural modelling implementations follow this theory.  A discussion of 
model extraction using commercially available hardware is also discussed 
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along with its drawbacks.   The reader is then familiarised with the Cardiff 
Behavioural Model formulations.  Various examples of model coefficient 
extraction are used to explain the concept and show the accuracy of the 
model predictions in both fundamental and harmonic load-pull.  
Chapter 4 describes  how  an  application  of  the PHD  model  can  
add  intelligence  to  an  open  loop  active  load-pull system.  A discussion 
of the load-pull error model in open loop active load-pull measurement 
systems was used to examine the iterative nature of such a system.  This 
was followed by demonstrations of the existing numerical techniques and 
their associated problems.  As a solution to the problem, a new approach 
was introduced which utilised the X-parameter formulations for carrying 
out load-pull predictions.  A locally derived X-parameter model  was  thus 
shown  to  be  capable  of  adding intelligence  to  an  open  loop  active  
load-pull  system.  This approach enabled a significant improvement in the 
system's ability to provide the desired load emulation capability.   
Chapter 5 investigates a non-linear measurement approach suitable 
for wafer mapping and technology screening applications.  It is shown how 
rapid characterisation and uniformity investigations of non-linear devices 
are possible through the use of an intelligence driven, open-loop active 
load-pull measurement system which uses localised behavioural models to 
improve speed of device characterisation and thus measurement system 
utilisation efficiency. 
Chapter 6 describes how the Cardiff Behavioural model is effective 
in its ability to interpolate or extrapolate non-linear measurement data and 
thereby improve the quality and speed of measurement systems.  The 
analysis included testing the interpolation capability of a fundamental-only 
model.  This was followed by using measurement data to examine the 
extrapolation and interpolation capabilities of a second harmonic model.  
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Chapter 7 is a conclusions and future work section.  It aims to 
summarise the main findings of the work presented in this thesis and 
explore possible future trends that can benefit from this work.   
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Chapter 2 – Evolution and Current Trends 
of Non-linear Measurement Systems 
Design and modelling of microwave devices and circuits requires 
accurate device measurement and characterisation.  In this chapter, the 
evolution of microwave measurement systems will be discussed from 
linear RF measurements through to the non-linear RF measurement 
domain.  This literature review will discuss the different measurement 
architectures and the advantages and disadvantages of each of the 
measurement techniques, paying particular attention to design of high 
performance components for modern wireless systems.  
At low frequencies, the voltage (at a terminal) can be directly 
measured using a high impedance probe and the current (through a 
node) can be measured via a series low-impedance probe.  These 
measurements therefore allow the computation of admittance and 
impedance parameters.  In microwave components, the electrical 
behaviour (phase) of the voltage or current changes significantly over the 
physical extent of the component as a result of the dimensions of the 
phase velocity being coupled to the physical dimensions and material 
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construction of the component being measured.  This characteristic of 
microwave components created a practical measurement problem.  
Measurement of travelling incident- and reflected waves to and 
from a port respectively provided a solution to this problem and thus 
allowed the maintenance of a constant impedance environment (Z0 = 
50) across the required bandwidth.  These ideas led to the scattering 
matrix [10] representation, for an n-port network, which provides a 
complete description of the network.  A scattering parameter (s-
parameter) thus provides us with a complex number that is a ratio of the 
incident (an) and reflected (bn) travelling wave from a port, n.  This 
elegance accounts for both magnitude and phase information and can 
now be used to compute impedance and admittance parameters. 
2.1 Small Signal (S-parameter) measurements 
Since the adoption of S-parameters in the microwave industry, a 
significant improvement in the design cycle was seen.  This is because 
they created the ability to directly describe the four main characteristics 
of any passive n-port device i.e. transmission (s21), output match (s22), 
isolation (s12) and input match (s11) for a two port device.  
 
 
Figure 2-1: Photograph of the Agilent PNA-L series Network Analyser 
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The S-parameters of passive and active networks can be measured 
directly with a calibrated Vector Network Analyser (VNA).  Presently, 
there are many VNAs available in the market e.g. Agilent PNA series [2] 
(photograph shown in Figure 2-1), Rohde & Schwarz ZVA series, etc.  
This is typically a two- or a four- port instrument which can measure the 
incident and reflected travelling waves from the Device-Under-Test 
(DUT).  A simplified block diagram of a two-port analyser [10] is shown 
in Figure 2-2.  In this architecture, a source is required for injecting the 
incident wave into the DUT at the required frequency or at a range of 
frequencies (sweep mode).  In most modern network analysers today, 
this component is a synthesized source, integrated into the analyser to 
achieve good frequency resolution as well as stability.  The next 
component in the block diagram is a signal separation module, 
commonly termed as a test set.  A typical network analyser test set 
contains a combination of directional couplers and bridges, which 
provide a range of signal separation options.  Firstly, a low insertion loss 
directional coupler is used to extract a portion of the incident signal, e.g. 
a1 to provide a reference for calculating ratios.  
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Figure 2-2: Simplified block diagram of a Vector Network Analyser (VNA) 
 
A second function of the test set is to separate the incident and reflected 
signals to and from- the DUT.  A bridge is used instead of a coupler to 
carry out this operation.  This is due to the fact that a truly broad-band 
coupler is difficult to realise and the capability to measure signals down 
to DC is therefore restricted.  The receiver module can either utilize a 
diode-detector to convert the RF signal to a proportional DC level or 
utilize a Local Oscillator (LO) to mix the RF down to a lower 
Intermediate Frequency (IF). Locking the LO to the RF or IF signal 
provides a tuning mechanism to reference the RF signal present at the 
reference port.  In modern VNAs, an analogue-to-digital (ADC) converter 
is used to extract magnitude and phase information from the IF signal in 
this tuned-receiver approach. 
The VNA determines s11 and s21 by measuring the magnitude and 
phase of the incident, reflected and transmitted voltage signals when the 
output is terminated into a perfect reference impedance (Z0); thus 
guaranteeing that a2 is zero.  This is shown in (2-1) and (2-2).  
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Likewise, injecting the signal at port 2 and thereby terminating port 1 in a 
perfect load ensures that a1 is zero thus makes measurements of s22 and s12 
can be made possible as shown in (2-3) and (2-4). 
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The ability to measure, model and then simulate using s-parameters of a 
DUT therefore provides us with virtually all the information we need to 
carry out linear design.  They are also independent of the measurement 
system and the data generated is repeatable and reliable. Therefore, for 
linear circuits, s-parameters provide an essentially complete behavioural 
model of the DUT.  The circuit can be replaced by an s-parameter 
simulation block for use in Computer Aided Design (CAD) and hence the 
behaviour of microwave systems can be evaluated at a higher level of 
abstraction.  
 These small signal parameters however fail to represent non-linear 
behaviour (under large signal excitations). W.H. Leighton et al. and R.J 
Chaffin et al. presented papers on the design of RF amplifiers with 
‚Large Signal‛ s-parameters in 1973 [4]-[5].  The papers concluded that s-
parameters gave insight into the operation of devices under large signal 
conditions however the measured s-parameters were found to be drive 
and bias dependent thus making them difficult to use as a representation 
for large signal device behaviour.  They are therefore only defined for 
systems behaving linearly to small signal excitations around a static 
operating point e.g. response measured only at a frequency and power 
level under which it is excited.  Under large signal excitations [6], 
however, active devices generate harmonics, inter-modulation distortion 
and cause spectral re-growth.  
2.2 Evolution of Non-linear measurement systems 
Traditionally, a combination of a network analyser and a spectrum 
analyser was used to measure the most important non-linear properties 
of active devices, most commonly, power amplifiers.  These properties 
include gain vs. frequency (|s21|), harmonic inter-modulation distortion 
(if using a modulated carrier signal), harmonic and fundamental 
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magnitude measurements, linearity measurements, etc.  Power sweeps 
and gain compression/expansion measurements can be carried out within 
the network analyser, whereby the input power is swept and a trace of 
|s21| shows compressive behaviour as shown in Figure 2-3.  Depending 
on the size of device, an external amplifier may be required to provide a 
large enough drive for attaining device compression.  Spectrum analysers 
are usually single-receiver units, which also contain tuneable local 
oscillators in their receivers.  
 
 
Figure 2-3: Gain Compression (|S21|) 
 
The receiver component however handles a wider range of IF 
bandwidths covering a larger dynamic range and thus offers a different 
measurement application when compared to a network analyser.  To 
make a measurement, the analyser simply tunes the LO to each 
frequency bin and makes a power-in-band measurement on the resulting 
signal.  It can therefore be used to measure amplitudes of the 
fundamental and harmonic signals, as shown in Figure 2-4 as well as 
inter-modulation distortion and spurious emissions.   
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Figure 2-4: Spectral content of the signal at the output of a non-linear DUT 
Due to the unavailability of phase measurements, its use is limited to 
magnitude-only and thus limiting non-linear characterization whereby 
the calculation of voltage and current waveforms is a proven technique 
for providing information for high efficiency PA design [7]-[22]. 
In the late 1980’s Sipila et. al. [23] demonstrated a calibrated 
waveform-based non-linear measurement system based on the Tektronix 
DSO oscilloscope.  Prior to this work, even though high speed sampling 
oscilloscopes existed for a long time, the errors caused by frequency 
response of measurement systems as well as mismatches and multiple 
reflections made it difficult to perform voltage and current waveform 
measurements at microwave frequencies.  These measurements provided 
both magnitude and phase information of the fundamental and harmonic 
components by carrying out a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on measured 
time-domain data.  This was followed by reconstruction of the time-
domain waveforms after error-correction by an inverse FFT function.  
An alternative to this approach was implemented by Lott [24], also 
in the late 1980’s.  In this approach, a VNA was used to measure the 
individual spectral components in sequence while using a phase 
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generator 1  to maintain a coherent phase reference.  This procedure 
resulted in better sensitivity than the sampling scope approach due to the 
smaller noise bandwidth and it did not suffer from trigger-jitter problems. 
Non-linear measurements systems saw an accelerated 
development phase [25]-[31] between 1990-2000 with the introduction of 
the Hewlett Packard Microwave Transition Analyser (MTA or HP 71500 
Series).  This instrument was a dual channel sampling oscilloscope with a 
dynamic range of 60 dB and was able to operate over a large bandwidth, 
compared to oscilloscopes at the time (up to 50 GHz).  The presence of an 
internal trigger relaxed the requirement for providing an external trigger 
and thus simplifying measurement circuitry as well as improving 
robustness of the measurement system.  The MTA was also able to 
emulate traditional VNA functionality in its ‚frequency sweep‛ mode, 
ideal for calibration of the measurement system.  This combination of a 
calibrate-able test-set, synthesizer and receiver unit capable of non-linear 
measurements has since been termed ‚Non-linear Vector Network 
Analyser‛ (NVNA).  
Figure 2-5 depicts one such setup based on [28] whereby an on-
wafer NVNA was developed, based on the MTA for characterisation of 
large signal behaviour of transistors. This system allowed measurements 
of the input reflection and transmission coefficients of the non-linear 
DUT as a function of power and frequency.  The acquired measurement 
data was also used to re-assemble harmonically-rich input and output 
voltage waveforms.  Addition of a high frequency amplifier (2GHz to 
                                               
1 The phase generator device was one that had a much faster switching time than the 
typical DUT. At the time, the reference circuit was a GaAs beam lead diode (Marconi 
DC 1346), connected in parallel to a 50 ohm micro strip line.  
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26.5 GHz) in the test setup provided sufficient power for transistors to be 
driven into saturation. 
 
 
Figure 2-5: Block diagram of a high frequency NVNA system based on the MTA 
  
In order to measure both the incident and reflected travelling waves, a set 
of couplers was used at the input in combination with a 50 GHz coaxial 
switch. The attenuation provided by 10 dB pads provided protection to 
the receiver ports.  Note that this was a forward-only system hence both 
a1(f) and b1(f) travelling waves were measured at port 1.  At port 2, only 
the reflected wave, b2(f) was measured. 
2.2.1 Calibrating a 2-port NVNA 
A flow graph of an error model for a full two-port NVNA is shown in 
Figure 2-6 as described in [30].  In this flow, a description of the 
relationship between the Fourier coefficients i.e. a0(f), b0(f), a3(f), b3(f) of 
measured time-varying voltage travelling waveforms to the Fourier 
coefficients i.e. a1(f), b1(f), a2(f), b2(f) of actual time-varying normalized 
voltage travelling waveforms is shown.  These transforms are given in 
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equations (2-5) to (2-8) assuming all the travelling waves are expressed as 
Fourier coefficients thus ignoring post-fix (f).  The calibration process can 
be divided into two distinct stages [27] and [30].  Firstly, a vector 
calibration routine; very similar to a VNA calibration is required to 
provide the complex error terms ε00, ε11, ε22 and ε33 as well as complex 
products ε10ε01, ε10ε32 and ε23/ε10. 
 
a0
b0
a1
b1
ε11
ε01
ε10
ε00
b2
a2
b3
a3
ε33
ε23
ε32
ε22DUT
 
 
Figure 2-6: Flow graph showing an eight term error model 
 
0100001 /).(  abb   (2-5) 
010110110010011 /).)...((  baa   (2-6) 
3233332 /).(  abb   (2-7) 
323223223323322 /).)...((  baa   (2-8) 
 
The limitation inherent with the standard VNA calibration procedure is 
that it operates on s-parameters, which are defined as travelling wave 
ratios. As a consequence, only relative measurements are calibrated, and 
the absolute power associated with incoming and outgoing waves 
remains undetermined meaning that the absolute values of ε10 ε01, ε32 and 
ε23 cannot be determined.  This restriction therefore needed to be 
eliminated for non-linear measurements.   
Therefore, an absolute calibration stage was required and used to 
determine one of the missing coefficients, ε23 or ε10; providing access to all 
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error terms i.e. ε00, ε10, ε11, ε01, ε32, ε23, ε22, ε33.  As an example, the 
magnitude of ε10 was determined by performing a comparison of the 
magnitude read by one of the receiver channels at Port 1 with a calibrated 
power meter attached to Port 1.  Various implementations to date have 
provided the phase of ε10.  Using either a calibrated phase meter [32] or a 
calibrated phase source [33], a phase comparison measurement can be 
carried out.  In the first approach, using a Tektronix DSA sampling 
oscilloscope, this was done by directly attaching one of the receiver 
channels directly to Port 1 and making a comparison phase measurement.  
In the second approach, a harmonic phase reference generator was 
attached to Port 1 instead of the receiver channel.  Following the 
correction described above, accurate time-varying voltage and current 
waveforms were measured at the DUT's input and output terminals.  
The NVNA system described above addressed the need for rapid 
and accurate data thus enabling evaluation of a transistor, its 
performance and suitability in an application.  However, there are certain 
limitations that prevented a full non-linear characterisation with this 
setup.  Unlike S-parameters, the non-linear DUT cannot always be 
referenced to a 50 impedance.  While the waveforms contained non-
linear data, a single measured waveform could not be used to compute, 
via linear algebra or otherwise, waveforms into another arbitrary 
terminal impedance.  This imposed serious restrictions for CAD 
designers.  A lot of research has gone into the non-linear modelling of RF 
waveform data for use in CAD however the non-linear equivalent of s-
parameters is still being sought [34].  Designers have therefore relied on 
the accurate measurements of key nonlinear performance parameters 
such as output power, gain, efficiency and linearity as a function of 
frequency, input drive, temperature and many other factors.  Most 
importantly, they carry out these measurements as function of 
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fundamental load impedance.  These measurements are termed as Load-
pull. 
2.3 Load-pull Measurements 
 Load-pull is a black-box measurement technique whose main aim 
is to find optimum performance of an active device via measuring 
performance into a set of fundamental and harmonic impedances.  
Performance can be measured in terms of the direct measurement of key 
non-linear parameters such as output power, gain, efficiency and 
linearity. The impedance presented to the DUT can be stored in many 
formats e.g. ZL (consisting of R + jX), voltage standing ratio (VSWR) and 
reflection coefficient (ΓL).  Considering a two port device, ΓL is given by 
a2/b2, i.e. the ratio between the forward and reverse travelling waves.  A 
harmonic load pull system is one in which a harmonic of the 
fundamental test tone can be simultaneously varied with the 
fundamental impedance termination.  The generalised formula is given 
by (2-6) whereby h-harmonic index and p-port index. 
 
hphphp ba ,,, /  (2-6) 
  
An example dataset of a load pull experiment is shown in Figure 2-7 
whereby a set of fundamental load-pull impedance points were used to 
plot the output power contours of a Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) device.  
Load-pull contours such as this can therefore aid the designer in finding 
optimum operating points for a device and thus developing the most 
effective matching circuits.  
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Figure 2-7: Load pull contours 
 
 Load pull can be deployed via a sequence of systematic 
measurements or using a trial and error approach.  However, the 
variation of input drive and quiescent current can be regarded as 
modifying the current waveform and tuning the load impedances can be 
regarded as modifying the voltage waveform.  It therefore provides an 
excellent platform for waveform engineering especially if designers are 
required to meet the increasing demands on system requirements 
whereby theoretically derived optimum waveforms can now be 
practically implemented using harmonic load and source2 pull systems.  
2.3.1 Passive Load pull  
In its simplest terms, variable load impedance can be achieved by 
incorporating a stub tuner impedance transformer between the DUT and 
a 50-ohm matched termination.  This provides a way of manipulating the 
output reflection coefficient (ΓL) as shown in Figure 2-8.  
                                               
2 Source pull is the process of varying the impedance seen by the input of a DUT to 
other than 50 ohms in order to measure performance parameters. 
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b2
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ΓL (ZL)
Airline
 
Figure 2-8: Principle of Variable load impedance 
 
The magnitude and phase of the output reflection coefficient can be 
controlled using this mechanism by altering the length of the stub and 
the position of the stub respectively.  
 Modern versions of this technique have included development of 
stepper-motor-driven, precisely engineered tuners [35]-[36].  
Fundamental load pull tuning is achieved via a single tuning stub or a 
combination of stubs with regard only to the fundamental frequency 
impedance.  Harmonic control is achieved via a combination of two, 
three or more stub tuners [36].  This is shown in Figure 2-9; two sets of 
two stubs (resonator circuits) are used.  
50 Ω 
Matched 
Termination
2F0
a2,h
3F0
b2,h
DUT
Γ2,h
 
Figure 2-9: Harmonic load pull tuner principle 
 
The above tuner uses the principle of sliding resonator circuits in parallel 
to a very low loss transmission line.  In combination with robust software 
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algorithms, computation and synthesis of arbitrary harmonic impedances 
is therefore possible.  
 Tsironis et. al. [18] and De Groote et. al. [39] demonstrated a load 
pull measurement system using Focus™ MPT tuners.  These systems 
allowed the characterization of complex and strongly nonlinear 
behaviour of microwave transistors, including hot IV curves, saturation 
plots and load pull contours all under controlled conditions of the 2nd 
and 3rd harmonic impedances.  Both these systems utilized a Large 
Signal Network Analyser (LSNA) as a receiver unit.  Based on the above 
two references, Figure 2-10 is a schematic of a typical passive tuner-based 
load pull system. In this setup, two passive tuners have been used. The 
first is a single-slug input tuner, used to adjust the fundamental source 
impedance, thus providing a mechanism to provide optimum power 
delivery to the DUT and therefore maximise gain from the device. 
 
Figure 2-10: Harmonic Load pull demonstrated using passive tuners 
 
On the output side, a multiple stub tuner has been used.  This tuner 
provides control of- and ability to- read and display the fundamental, 
second and third harmonic impedances independently thus providing 
the designer with a very effective load pull measurement system.  
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Since a2 will always be lower than b2 in a passive mechanical tuner 
setup, mainly due to the reflection limitations from the loss in the tuner 
and losses through the couplers, the maximum achievable value of ΓL is 
usually less than 1.0.  This setup is therefore limiting especially for 
harmonic tuning which require an ideal reflection coefficient of ΓL= 1.  
2.3.2 Active Load pull  
This is an alternative to passive load pull techniques, whereby the means 
of synthesizing the magnitude and phase of the injected signal, a2 has 
been replaced by a phase-synchronized signal source.  Active load pull 
systems can be classed into two broad categories: 
i. Closed Loop Systems and Envelope Systems 
ii. Open Loop Systems 
 
 
Closed Loop Systems 
 
 
 
Figure 2-11: Closed-loop Active load-pull setup 
 
The active closed loop system was first realized by Bava et al. [40] in the 
early 1980’s.  In this approach (Figure 2-11), the transmitted signal, b2, is 
appropriately phase shifted and then attenuated or amplified.  It is then 
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fed back at the DUT output port as the injected new signal, a2, to achieve 
the desired load reflection coefficient.  As this system uses b2 to emulate 
the load, any change in the DUT characteristics or operating conditions is 
immediately sensed in the injected signal, a2.  
There are several advantages of this technique over traditional 
mechanical load pull tuners.  Firstly, it virtually takes a fraction of the 
time to change an impedance position, when compared to the movement 
of a mechanical stub in a passive tuner.  Secondly, there is access to a 
drive-level independent emulation of load impedances.  There are some 
major drawbacks in this architecture though.  If the variable gain 
amplifier in the load pull loop is broad band in nature, there is a strong 
possibility of RF device oscillations.  This problem is further 
compounded by leakages in the various passive components.  In order to 
reduce these oscillations, significant filtering is implemented in the 
closed-loop solution.  The extra filtering therefore makes the approach a 
narrow band one as well as increasing implementation costs. 
 
Active Envelope Load-pull Systems (AELP) 
 
The Active Envelope Load-pull system (AELP) further builds and 
improves the closed loop technique.  Tudor Williams et al. [41] first 
suggested this high speed technique in which the transmitted signal b2 is 
down-converted using a quadrature demodulator thus providing a 
mechanism to ‚close the loop‛ at base band frequencies.  This is achieved 
by using external control signals, X and Y as shown in Figure 2-12. 
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Figure 2-12: Envelope Load-pull Architecture 
 
The modified base band signals are then up-converted by a quadrature 
modulator and fed back to the DUT output port to emulate the desired 
load reflection coefficient. This system therefore overcomes oscillation 
problems inherent at RF frequencies. Improvements to the technique and 
provision of more robust and realisable calibration routines saw the 
realisation of the heterodyne mode of operation of the AELP system, by 
Hashmi et al [42].  
The biggest draw-back of the AELP technique, however, was that 
a calibration loop was required before load-pull measurements could be 
carried out on a device.  This calibration loop required multiple 
measurements, to be able to map the control settings against the desired 
reflection coefficients used for device characterization for high efficiency 
design. 
 
Open Loop Active Load-pull 
The open loop architecture was originally introduced in the late 70s by 
Takayama et al. [43].  In this technique (Figure 2-13), both the input and 
the output of the DUT were driven using external signals; separated at 
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the source by a power splitter and then amplified at the fundamental 
frequency.  
 
Figure 2-13: Open loop architecture 
 
The variation in the reflection coefficient of the device was achieved 
manually using a mechanical phase shifter and a variable attenuator. A 
natural progression of this system was demonstrated [44] by including 
control and measurement of second and third harmonics thus providing 
the means of designing amplifiers in Class-F and Class-B modes of 
operation.  Note that the aforementioned open loop systems utilized 
power meter measurements at the fundamental and harmonic tones to 
provide a mechanism for collecting load pull data and a six port 
reflectometer to provide output load impedance readings. 
 Benedikt et al. [45] presented a measurement system that 
combined a vector corrected waveform measurement with active 
harmonic load-pull thus aiding real-time experimental waveform 
engineering of devices operating up to a 30W power level, between 0.5 - 
12.5 GHz.  The system was based on the MTA, with a similar structure to 
the system described in Figure 2-5.  Using the setup, time domain voltage 
and current data for the first 5 harmonic components could be obtained.  
However, a limitation in the architecture of this system was that manual 
tuning of the load impedances of fundamental and harmonic components 
was required as the input power level was toggled during a power sweep.  
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2.4 Automated Active Source pull and Load pull 
Measurement systems  
2.4.1 Architecture of the system 
David Williams et al. [46] demonstrated a fully automated calibrate-able 
load and source-pull open loop active load pull system, also based on the 
HP MTA.  An external test set was developed in this system, containing 
two broadband directional couplers, with additional attenuation for 
power scaling in the measurements.   
A matrix of high frequency coaxial switches also allowed the two 
channels of the MTA to operate as a four-channel receiver measuring all 
four incident and reflected waveforms.  Channel 1 based on the direction 
of switch ‘A’ was used to measure the forward travelling waves, a1 and a2.  
Channel 2, with the aid of switch B was used to measure the reverse 
travelling waves, b1 and b2.  DC Bias to the DUT was provided via a set of 
Bias-Tees and measured using a programmable DC power supply (HP 
6629A dual-channel supply). 
   Active load pull power for the fundamental and harmonic tones 
was provided via independent phase-synchronized electronic signal 
generators (ESGs).  These were phase-locked to a common 10MHz signal 
and the MTA via a cascaded phase reference link. Custom written 
software provided a means to automate the entire process from 
calibration to load pull control and waveform measurement. A schematic 
of the system architecture is shown Figure 2-14.  
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Figure 2-14: Architecture an automated open loop source/load pull system. 
 
With this system, it was therefore possible to carry out a full non-linear 
characterization on a DUT whilst automatically changing variables such 
as fundamental and harmonic impedances, gate and drain bias, input 
power and frequency.  In order to attain target load emulation point, a 
numerical technique was used to calculate the desired active signal from 
the ESG for each harmonic being load-pulled.  Numerical convergence 
was a major problem in the iteration process; oscillations by the 
numerical algorithms slowed down and even prevented the final solution 
from being obtained.  Efforts to reduce these oscillations involved using 
numerical damping or weighting functions to restrict the signal generator 
variables.  This however had a significant effect on the convergence 
speed and the system was very iterative in nature, especially when a full 
characterisation required load-pull control of fundamental and harmonic 
components.  
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One of the objectives of the work presented in this thesis is 
therefore to improve this convergence loop by investigating various 
numerical and device behavioural model approaches.  Numerical and 
behavioural concepts will be discussed and explored in detail in 
subsequent chapters. 
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2.5 Summary 
This chapter aimed to discuss the evolution of microwave measurement 
systems from linear RF measurements to the non-linear RF measurement 
domain.  A historical account of measurement architectures included the 
development of Vector Network Analysers (VNAs) typically useful for 
measurement of small signal S-parameters.  Due to the short comings of 
S-parameters in the non-linear domain of operation, it was shown that 
various measurement systems had to be developed to provide designers 
with accurate non-linear data leading to the introduction of Non-linear 
Network Analysers (NVNAs).  As discussed, this step also required a 
revamp of the calibration techniques to account for absolute power and 
phase measurements. 
Over the past 3 decades, many commercially available solutions 
have been developed with a proven track record for collecting calibrated 
non-linear data and thus aiding PA and component designers in 
achieving their design goals.  This chapter also introduced the concept of 
‚Load-pull‛ and ‚Source-pull‛ which gives access to the direct 
measurement of key non-linear parameters such as output power, 
linearity, and drain efficiency as a function of the load or source 
impedance.  For high efficiency design e.g. Class-F, Class-F-1 it is required 
to tune more than one harmonically related frequency e.g. second and 
third harmonic impedances need to be tuned to high reflects such as an 
open circuit or a short circuit.  
It was shown that manufacturers of NVNAs often provide load- or 
source-pull tuning mechanisms that allow designers collect non-linear 
data in almost any arbitrary impedance albeit at the fundamental or 
harmonic frequencies.  Such tuning systems include passive load pull, 
active systems including closed-loop and open-loop and finally hybrid 
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systems.  Passive tuners are mechanically controlled and thus losses 
within the tuner inevitably mean that the maximum achievable reflection 
coefficient will always be less than 1.0.  This characteristic limits their use 
for high efficiency design whereby it is vital to collect data at high reflects 
for harmonically related frequencies or for device technologies where by 
the optimum impedance of operation is very low e.g. LDMOS3.  
Active load-pull systems are guided by electronically controlled 
signal generators, typically one for each harmonic required.  These 
systems offer unrestricted coverage of the smith chart at both 
fundamental and harmonic frequencies and are only limited by the cost 
and size of the load pull or source pull amplifiers.  Various types of active 
load pull techniques were discussed including open loop and closed loop 
techniques.  Despite the speed of closed loop techniques, it was discussed 
that if the variable gain amplifier in the load pull loop is broad band in 
nature, there is a strong possibility of creating device oscillations.  
Open-loop systems are the focus of the work presented in this 
thesis.  They offer unrestricted coverage of the smith chart and unlike 
closed loop systems, are less prone to device oscillations.  An automation 
summary of an open loop system was discussed in this thesis and it was 
shown that the major setback in this technique is the number of iterations 
required for a load pull loop to converge for the fundamental and 
harmonic impedances.  One of the objectives of the work presented in 
this thesis is therefore to improve this convergence loop by investigating 
various numerical and device behavioural model approaches.  Numerical 
and behavioural concepts will be discussed and explored in detail in 
subsequent chapters.  
                                               
3  LDMOS (laterally diffused metal oxide semiconductor) transistors are used in RF 
power amplifiers 
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Chapter 3 - Non-linear Behavioural 
Modelling 
3.1 Introduction 
The complexity of modern microwave and wireless systems prohibits their 
complete simulation from the level of a single transistor.  This is due to the 
fact that very large volumes of equations need to be solved for the devices 
that may include multiple of transistors; Simulations of this nature are time 
consuming and very computationally expensive to achieve and can be 
inaccurate.  In comparison to a SPICE4 simulator, the algorithms used by 
modern simulators such as harmonic balance [2] are far more 
computationally efficient yet they are still faced with convergence issues 
when solving transistor model equations.  Over the last 3 decades, various 
solutions to such problems have been suggested and have since been 
development strategies for transistor and component modelling techniques. 
                                               
4 SPICE: Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis [1] is a general-purpose, 
open source analog electronic circuit simulator. This program is used in integrated circuit 
and board-level design to check the integrity of circuit designs and to predict circuit 
behaviour. 
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Transistor models can hence be divided into three broad categories namely; 
physical, compact and behavioural models.  A summary of the qualities of 
each technique is portrayed in Figure 3-15.  Data was extracted from [3]. 
 
 
Figure 3-15: Comparison of modelling techniques 
 
A physical model [4] is one which is based on the physics of the 
device technology and is thus dedicated to the device itself rather than the 
overall circuit. Complex model equations, rather than actual measurements, 
are used to derive these models leading to time consuming simulations. 
The main advantage of this kind of model is that it has the largest operating 
range compared to alternative techniques.  A manufacturer’s intellectual 
property (IP) may also be compromised with such a model as it offers the 
users full transparency into the physical device technology. 
Compact transistor modelling [5] is an alternative solution to the 
above.  It is based on measurements of IV and S-parameters to extract a 
reduced set of device parameters.  Once extracted, predictions can be 
verified via load pull characterisation.  While this technique is ideal for die-
level applications, packaged-transistor models need to include a die-level 
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model, bonding model and package model.  This increases the overall 
measurement and characterisation time and also the time taken to extract or 
compile the model.  
A third solution is to replace the complex transistor circuitry or 
packaged die, which may contain a number of non-linear functional blocks, 
with a simplified but accurate behavioural model [5].  Such a model enables 
the complete simulation of the DUT at a higher level of abstraction while 
still representing the effect of non-linear blocks on the overall system 
performance.  In general, responses of a component to various controlled 
stimuli are observed and captured into model coefficients.  In its simplest 
form, behavioural model generation can be regarded as multi-dimensional 
curve fitting, however, practical implementations of such mathematical 
concepts lead to a much broader science.  
This chapter aims to review the advantages and disadvantages of 
using behavioural models, discuss the significant developments in this field 
and highlight the benefits or short comings of each behavioural modelling 
strategy.  
3.2 Advantages of Behavioural Models 
There are various advantages of using behavioural models in 
component design, manufacturing and testing scenarios.  Firstly, these 
models can be used to capture and describe phenomena where the 
underlying physical processes are not known or too difficult to capture 
completely.  
Manufacturers can also provide behavioural models of their 
technology as a way of protecting the IP associated with their devices or 
products.  It is practically impossible to reverse engineer, from a set of 
behavioural model coefficients, the component or set of components being 
used.  
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Such models, since they are based on actual measurements, can aid 
in achieving potential ‚first-pass design success‛.  This is because the 
model can be used in simulations to provide direct feedback of microwave 
circuit or system performance and hence provide an evaluation of the 
system performance from within the CAD environment.  This can save on 
prototyping costs by reducing the amount of prototyping cycles whilst 
developing a product.  
Behavioural models can be generated via linear and non-linear 
measurements or by circuit simulations.  Depending on the final 
capabilities required in the model; advanced measurement systems may be 
required to capture the full dynamical response of the transistor or 
Integrated Circuit (IC).  For example, AM-AM compression can be captured 
over a frequency range by conducting power sweep measurements at each 
frequency.  Addition of vector error correction provides a mechanism of 
extracting AM-PM behaviour from the DUT.  In the simulator-based 
approach, a detailed physical or compact model is used as a DUT in a 
virtual instrumentation environment.  This DUT is then excited with the 
relevant stimuli and the results processed as if they were real data to 
generate a behavioural model.  
The RF community is not alien to behavioural models. S-parameters, 
which have been in existence since the 1940’s, provide a complete 
behavioural model of a component and can replace complex circuits or 
components thus allowing simulations at a higher level of abstraction. The 
non-linear circuit design challenge however makes it difficult to apply 
methods of such linear analysis as described in the previous chapter.  
A great deal of progress has however been made to enable designers 
access the advantages of non-linear measurements and model generation. 
Part of the development effort was driven by several instrument 
manufacturers who sighted the need to ‚go beyond s-parameters‛ [7].   
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The result was an accelerated development of a new generation of Network 
analysers with non-linear measurement capabilities, for example the Large 
Signal Network Analyser (LSNA) [8], developed by Agilent Technologies.  
Development of a mathematical concept to use such instrumentation was 
also required, resulting in the evolution of the Poly-Harmonic Distortion 
modelling technique [9]-[10].  In order to provide a smoother transition to 
these non-linear models, the mathematical descriptions of them have been 
developed using the travelling wave theory i.e. relying upon calibrated and 
phase-corrected port quantities: a-, b- or v-, i- waveforms in the frequency 
domain.  
3.3 Poly-Harmonic Distortion Modelling (PHD) 
PHD modelling is a black-box frequency domain modelling 
technique, described in Jan Verschpect’s famous IEEE Microwave magazine 
article ‚Poly-Harmonic Distortion Modelling‛ [9].  The article formalised an 
approach that identified a model from the responses of a DUT stimulated 
by a set of harmonically related discrete tones, where the fundamental tone 
is dominant and the harmonically related tones are relatively small.  The 
measurement instrumentation (an LSNA at the time) and model generation 
strategy was to develop a natural extension to S-parameters for non-linear 
characterisation.  Under lower drive conditions (linear region of operation) 
therefore, the PHD model could be simplified to S-parameters.  
It was originally intended for the modelling of microwave amplifiers 
with narrow band input signals.  The constraint of being ‚narrow band‛ 
was not placed on the amplifier itself, rather on the input stimulus.  
Practically, the consequence of the above was that measurements required 
for PHD model generation for design of a broadband amplifier dictated 
that the extraction tones required to stimulate the DUT needed to be at 
multiple carrier frequencies.  
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3.3.1 Theory of the PHD Modelling framework 
Unlike physical models, the normalized voltage waves (a- and b-) have 
been chosen for most behavioural models instead of RF current and voltage 
(i- and v-) due to the fact that most modern measurement systems and 
NVNA instrumentation natively operate in this domain.  Equations (3-1) 
and (3-2) show the mathematical relationship between these waves. 
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Measured and stored data tables in this domain therefore consist of Fourier 
components, Bp,n of Bp(t) as shown in (3-3) indexed as a function of the 
stimulus Ap(t) whose Fourier components are Ap,n.  These travelling waves 
can therefore exist at any arbitrary frequency where by n denotes the 
frequency index of the excitation signal and p denotes the port number.  It 
is however more useful, for high efficiency amplifier design, to describe the 
incident and reflected waves as a fundamental tone (F0) with indexes for 
harmonics e.g. 0:-DC, 1:-F0, 2:-2*F0, 3:-3*F0 etc.  For a non-linear two port 
device, this fundamental and harmonic travelling wave concept is 
illustrated in Figure 3-16, where by h denotes the index of the harmonic 
excitation.  
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Figure 3-16: Travelling waves with harmonic content 
 
The general PHD model equation was therefore formulated as follows: 
 For a given DUT, it is required to determine a set of multivariate 
complex functions given by Fp,h(.) that correlate all the relevant input 
spectral components Ap, h with the output spectral components Bp,h  
 The indices p and h denote the signal port numbers and harmonic 
indices respectively. Index p ranges from one to the maximum 
number of ports. Index h ranges from 0 (DC) to the maximum 
harmonic component (n*F0) being captured, n.  
 For a two-port system, this function can be generalised (3-4). 
 ,...,,,...,, 3,22,21,2131211,, AAAAAAFB hphp   (3-4) 
 
According to Verschpect’s article [9], experiments that were carried out 
illustrated that the functions Fp,h were time invariant.  Thus applying a time 
delay (a linear phase shift in frequency domain) at the input stimuli Ap,h 
resulted in an equivalent time shift on the scattered Bp,h waves.  
Incorporating phase into the generalised non-linear equation therefore 
yielded (3-5).  
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 ,...,,,...,, 23,222,21,233,122,11,1,,  jjjjjjhpjhhp eAeAeAeAeAeAFeB   
(3-5) 
The equation was then further reduced in complexity by introducing a 
phase normalisation concept.  For power transistor applications, the 
incident travelling wave at port 1 for the fundamental harmonic (A11) was 
identified as the dominant large signal component and all the other 
travelling waves were then phase normalised to this incident wave.  This 
yielded the function shown in (3-6) and (3-7); introducing the phasor, P.  
11AP     
(3-6) 
  hhphp PPAPAPAPAPAAFB  ,...,,,...,, 33,222,211,233,122,11,1,,  
(3-7) 
 
The first argument of the function Fp,h is a magnitude-only term describing 
the magnitude of the input signal, A11.  For power amplifier applications, all 
other components are relatively small and thus can be described by 
applying the Harmonic Superposition principle as shown in Figure 3-17.   
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Figure 3-17: Harmonic Superposition Principle 
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To illustrate this concept, only the presence of the input signal, A1,h is used 
and the response of the DUT, B2,h is considered. In the first case, (as 
indicated by black arrows in both the input and output spectra) only the 
fundamental component (A1,1) has been injected at the input of the DUT.  
As expected, this produces significant harmonic content at the output at 
2F0 and 3F0 frequencies.   
In the second case, A1,1 was held constant and a second input signal 
(A1,2) was injected.  The deviation in the output spectrum can now be seen 
as indicated by the red arrows.  Similarly, green arrows denote a deviation 
for an A1,3 signal.  The harmonic superposition principle states that the 
overall deviation of the output spectrum B2 is the superposition of all 
individual deviations.  This was a very important finding for practical 
power amplifier design cases and was experimentally verified [11].  It 
proved to hold for very nonlinear classes of operation such as class-C and 
class-F.  Applying the above theory and linearization, the equation (3-7) can 
therefore be linearized to yield (3-8). 
 
    )( ,11,11,, nqnh
qn
nhpqqn
nh
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    
(3-8) 
The phase-normalised Bp,h waves are written as a linear combination of the 
phase-normalised Aq,n waves, the input quantities and their conjugates.  The 
additional subscripts q and n in (3-8) describe the port and harmonic index 
of the associated input component A.  The functions S and T, which have 
both amplitude and a phase, are the actual scattering functions in this 
formulation.  
They are general nonlinear functions of A11 however independent of the 
components for which the superposition holds.  They are thus a natural 
extension of S-parameters.  An example application of the formulation is 
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shown in (3-9).  This is a simple case of the response of a DUT, B21 
depending only on A11 and A21. 
 
      )( 2121111,22211111,22111111,211,2 AconjPATAASAASB   
(3-9) 
The above equation has various promising applications. Most importantly, 
its ability to predict fundamental and harmonic load pull behaviour.  In this 
case, the prediction of B2, h is used as a function of the load conditions at the 
output, both for fundamental and the harmonics.  Details of these 
experiments will be discussed in subsequent sections.  
3.3.2 Applications 
At the present time, there are various applications and model generation 
approaches that are derived from the original PHD model equations. 
Probably the most widely used adaptation is X-parameters™ 5 .  Other 
applications include S-functions and Cardiff Behavioural models.  These 
applications are discussed below.  
3.4 X-parameters and S-functions 
With the release of a new generation PNA-X [12], featuring a turn-key non-
linear vector network analyser solution (NVNA), Agilent also provided its 
customers with the option to generate non-linear behavioural models at the 
click of a button.  The original PHD modelling framework was restructured 
and terminologies simplified, thus providing a more commercially viable 
framework known as X-parameters™ [26].  The updated equation set is 
shown in (3-10). In the equation, function X (F) provides the large signal 
response of the DUT to a single large-amplitude tone at a given 
                                               
5 X-parameters™ are a registered trademark of Agilent Technologies, Inc.  
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fundamental frequency, assuming a perfect match at all ports, at all 
harmonics.  The functions X(S) and X(T) correspond to the Spq,nh and Tpq,nh 
respectively from the original PHD modelling framework equations.  
Simply put, they represent a non-analytic mapping of complex incident 
phasors at port q and harmonic n into the complex output phasors at port p 
and harmonic h.  
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(3-10) 
A commercial reformulation was also released by NMDG [14] and VNA 
manufacturer, Rohde and Schwarz, this version called S-functions [15], 
shown in (3-11).  
    dcVfAfAHB ,, 0201  
      00201 ,, kfAVfAfAS dck  
      *,, 00201 kfAVfAfASS dckkc  
(3-11) 
As the formulations of both X-parameters and S-functions are exceedingly 
similar, the X-parameter approach will be discussed as an example of 
extraction and application of the PHD modelling framework. 
3.4.1 Extracting X-parameters 
An excellent summary of two techniques to measure X-parameters has 
been provided in [19].  Both the on-frequency and off-frequency techniques 
can be used to extract each of the three X-parameters for an input port q 
and harmonic combination n to an output port p and harmonic 
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combination h and has thus been adopted by various instrumentation 
solutions.  Note that both magnitude and phase measurements of the 
output signals is necessary to provide accurate extraction.  A generalised 
summary of the procedure is outlined below.  
1. All non-input ports and harmonics are terminated in reference 
impedance (Z0). A large signal tone is then applied at port 1 (A11).  
2. A measurement of the magnitude and phase of all the scattered 
signals at all ports and for all observable harmonics is then taken; 
resulting in a matrix of the response signal Bp,h.  Phase correction 
between harmonics is then necessary to extract the matrix Xp,h(F).   
3. For each combination of input port q and harmonic n and output 
port p and harmonic h; in addition to step 1) above: 
o Apply a perturbation consisting of incident signals Aq,n and 
Aq,n * synchronised in phase with A11 to each port q and 
harmonic n.  Note that more than one measurement is 
required to make the response of the DUT distinguishable 
from the effect of the perturbation signal.  
o As an example, two Aq,n incident signals, one with 0 phase and 
another at 90 degrees can thus be used. The device response 
can then be mathematically decomposed into terms resulting 
from individual inputs.  An additional benefit of using more 
measurements is that measurement noise can be reduced by 
measuring several phases and then least-squares [17] fit used 
to determine the exact solution.  
o Magnitude and phase measurements at port p and harmonic h 
can then be used to compute Xp,h(S)q,n and X p,h(T)q,n.  
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3.4.2 Load dependent X-parameter measurements with an Agilent 
PNA-X using a passive tuner 
The extraction procedure explained above assumes fixed impedance, by 
default this is the characteristic impedance of the Network analyser, and 
therefore has a limited operation range.  Simpson et al. [29] introduced a 
method of extracting X-parameters over large areas of the smith chart, 
making them usable for characterising high power amplifiers and devices 
which have optimal performance at high mismatch.  
Measurement Setup 
In order to make the large-signal measurements necessary for X-parameter 
extraction, an NVNA was configured using a 4-port Agilent PNA-X 
network analyser (N5242A).  
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Figure 3-18: Agilent PNA-X hardware setup to measure load dependent X-parameters 
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By combining the PNA-X with an external phase reference generator and 
appropriate instrument control and data processing software; high 
dynamic range, fully calibrated large-signal measurements were made 
possible.  A schematic of the measurement setup is shown in Figure 3-18. 
Since X-parameter measurements require multiple simultaneous input 
tones at harmonically related frequencies and multiple ports, a built-in 
second source, switching capabilities and combiners were designed to offer 
phase-coherent extraction functionality. 
The automated technique emulated functionality of a conventional 
passive load pull system, developed by Maury Microwaves [29], where by 
the user was able to select a fundamental load impedance range to start 
with.  A sweep plan of bias, power and frequency was then overlaid 
followed by a measurement of X-parameters at each fundamental load pull 
point in the plan.  The data file produced after this measurement was 
compatible with Agilent’s ADS™ CAD tool for non-linear simulations and 
design.  
Limitations of Load-dependent X-parameters 
The elegance of using load-dependent X-parameters is hampered by the 
following limitations: 
i. An X-parameter model of port p and harmonic h is derived at each 
fundamental load impedance point in the sweep plan of the passive 
tuning process.  For a two-port 5 harmonic model, this yields a 
dataset with 210 coefficients.  Coupled with external independent 
variables such as bias, frequency and fundamental drive, the model 
file size becomes very large [19] (typically > 1GB for a full device 
characterisation).  Although simulator speed in Agilent ADS is not 
affected, difficulties are caused during data transfer and file storage. 
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ii. Extracting a load-dependent model with a passive tuner is limited 
by the maximum achievable gamma by the tuner’s mechanical 
system and the fixture used to mount the DUT.  This is due to the 
internal losses in the tuner as discussed in Chapter 2.   
iii. Harmonic X-parameter extraction is carried out using incident 
waves, Aqn at port q and harmonic n.  This extraction, unlike 
fundamental tuning, is carried out with Aqn and Aqn * perturbations 
close to the reference impedance of the network analyser (usually 
close to 50 ohms).  The accuracy of the model for high efficiency 
design (e.g. class-F, class-J) may therefore be compromised as 
harmonic impedances at precise impedances positions are required 
for design of these modes.  Achieving these design objectives would 
therefore require harmonic X-parameter extrapolation from 50 ohms 
to very low/high impedances within the simulator.  A thorough 
analysis of this observation is provided in subsequent chapters of 
this thesis.   
iv. Measurements required for X-parameter extraction provide no 
further ‚live‛ information about the device performance and thus 
prior to model extraction, a load pull characterisation of the DUT is 
also required in order to focus the impedance sweeps in the right 
region of operation, determine the compression points and bias 
levels.  This reduces the overall measurement system utilisation 
efficiency.  
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3.5 Cardiff DWLUT model 
The Cardiff Direct Wave Look-Up Table model (DWLUT model) is a table-
based model which captures the behaviour of a DUT using the extrinsic 
measured voltage and current waveforms directly [20]-[21]. Figure 3-19 
illustrates this approach, defined by the functions (3-12) to (3-13).  
 
Table-based
Behavioural Model
I1(t) I2(t)
V1(t) V2(t)
 
Figure 3-19: Table based behavioural model 
 
The description of current I(t) at a port p is given by (3-12) where by the 
number of harmonics is denoted by the index h.  
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The currents and voltages of a two-port network are therefore related using 
a concept of Y parameters (3-13).  
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From (3-12), the Y parameters at each harmonic (h) are defined as a function 
of magnitude of the stimulus voltage (V1), complex load impedance (ГLOAD) 
and the chosen bias point (V1DC, V2DC).  
 Voltage and current waveforms, originally obtained from the 
calibrated time-domain measurement system, developed in Cardiff 
University which is described in Chapter 2, are compressed into their 
respective Fourier coefficients thus providing an elegant way of calculating, 
directly, the Y parameters for the input and output ports of the DUT.  
Note that the nature of the above equation set meant that a multi-
dimensional table extraction was required as the load impedance grid was 
re-measured for each independent variable (fundamental frequency, bias 
and input stimulus).  This approach provided an elegant link between 
measurement data and CAD design, providing the users with an accurate 
archive of the device characterisation measurements they have undertaken 
including strongly non-linear measurements such as those in class-F device 
characterisation [22].  
In their truest sense, however, these were not behavioural models as 
their only aim was to make non-linear data available in CAD.  The biggest 
drawback of this approach was that it could only predict the measurements 
on which it was based.  Similar to load-dependent X-parameters, the 
DWLUT model also required measurement data to be placed on a regular 
grid.  This was however due to the limitations of the data look-up within 
CAD tools.  Thus, the model required more iterations from an active load 
pull system or an effective data processing technique to place converged 
load points onto a regular grid.  This greatly increased the overall 
measurement time for device characterisation.  
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3.6 Cardiff Behavioural Model Formulations 
The Cardiff Behavioural Model formulations is a polynomial based 
modelling approach, also a descendant of the original PHD model 
formulations.  It was first introduced by Qi et al. [21] and Woodington et al. 
[23], based around measurements on an open-loop active load pull system 
developed in Cardiff University (described in Chapter 2).  Initially, this 
model was used to capture behaviour of fundamental load pull (3-14). 
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The above equation highlights the polar form of a2, 1 and thus yields two 
load pull indexing terms, |a2, 1| and Q1/P1. Since Q1/P1 is a periodic function, 
the measured behaviour of b2, 1 must also be periodic.  With this finding, the 
phase vector indexing was eliminated from the generalised mathematical 
formulation for giving the description in (3-15) and thus (3-16). In (3-16), 
the necessary mixing order w can be determined mathematically by either 
carrying out a least-squares fit or by Fourier transforming a structured 
measurement sequence.  Experimental verification was carried out by 
Woodington et al. [23]; by using the latter approach.  
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3.6.1 Measurement and validation procedure for F0 model 
extraction 
In order to validate this approach as well as determining the necessary 
order (w) thus coefficient count, an incident signal a2,1  was injected, with a 
fixed magnitude while stepping through values of its phase (∠ a2,1) in 
regular steps through 360º.  Experimentally, such measurements were 
achieved by varying the phase of the constant amplitude signal (as) 
produced by the fundamental signal generator.  A passive tuning network 
(e.g. phase shifter and variable attenuator) was also used in the 
fundamental loop to centre the measurements about reference impedance 
(ZL), such as the optimum of the device (Гopt) instead of the characteristic 
impedance of the system (Z0).  This setup is shown in Figure 3-20. A GaAs6 
8x2x30um 0.5W HBT device was placed under test for this experiment.  
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Figure 3-20: Generating the required load pull data  
by integrating an active source with a passive load pull network 
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The resulting sinusoidal periodic variation of a2,1, normalised to ZL 
produces the closed-loop circles shown in Figure 3-21-(i).  Note that this 
stimulus is identical to that originally used by Verschpect et. al. for the 
PHD Model extraction as described in [9]. In Figure 3-21-(ii), it can be seen 
that the response signal b2,1  is a periodic function with respect to the phasor 
Q1/P1.  Unlike the excitation signal a2,1, this response was not circular, thus 
higher order phase terms were required to model the behaviour i.e. w>1.  
 
Figure 3-21: (i) Stimulus A2,1. (ii) Experimental response of B2,1 to stimulus A2,1 
 
Validation procedure 
In order to validate the modelled data results, two mixing order values 
were chosen (w=3 and w=5). Predicted load-pull loci from each set were 
then compared with the measured response as shown in Figure 3-22. Figure 
3-23 compares the output power load-pull contours computed from both 
the measured response and the modelled performance of b2,1.  The 
predicted power was within 0.1dB when compared to measured results7. 
 
                                               
7 All data shown above was collected experiments carried out in [23] 
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(i) (ii)
 
Figure 3-22: Comparison of the quality of different order, w, of models compared to 
experimental response. (i) Model complexity with w=3. (ii) Model with complexity w=5 
 
 
Figure 3-23: Comparison of i) measured and ii) modelled power contours 
 
The above results indicate that it is only necessary to consider a low value 
of mixing order complexity w i.e. between five and seven to have an 
equivalent behavioural formulation that can generate the measured 
behaviour accurately.  This allows for a significant compression of 
measured data while staying in control of accuracy.  
As |a2,1|approaches zero, the load variations are confined to an area 
around the reference impedance and thus the higher order phase terms 
tend to collapse to 0.  As such ‚local‛ models can be considered in these 
regions typically needing no more than model complexity of three model 
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coefficients (original S22,11 and T22,11 PHD model coefficients).  These local 
models will be explored for their contribution to development of an 
intelligence driven active load pull system in later chapters of this thesis. 
The model discussed so far describes how changes to fundamental 
load impedance affects harmonically related frequencies.  Any changes to 
terminations at frequencies other than the fundamental are therefore 
unaccounted for- leading to degradation in accuracy of the model if they 
are changed.  It is therefore important to extend this model generation 
capability to account for harmonic perturbations.     
3.6.2 Harmonic Load pull and Source pull 
The work described above was extended to account harmonic behaviour by 
Woodington et al. [24] and Bell et al. [25]. The generalised description, in 
the traveling wave domain for r harmonics was described as shown in (3-
18).  
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It was shown that each harmonic phase vector Q1/P1r influences an n-
dimensional periodic function contributing to the overall harmonic 
behaviour of bn,h.  The resulting equation is shown in (3-19).  The 
coefficients in this equation are only functions of the stimuli magnitudes 
and are independent of their phases.  Note that the phase difference 
between the two signals at the output is accounted for by cross-product 
terms in the equation.  
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(3-19) 
It was shown in both [24] (based on 2nd harmonic load pull) and [25] (based 
on 2nd harmonic source pull) that capturing the cross-product terms leads to 
a very accurate extraction and thus comparison between measured and 
modelled behaviour is greatly improved.  The number of coefficients 
however increases as more harmonics are added into the overall 
behavioural model for the device.  
3.6.3 Example: Generation of an output fundamental and second 
harmonic behavioural model 
This example was presented in [24] where by results were taken for a 
10x75µm GaAs HEMT device, operating at 9GHz.  The open loop active 
load pull system developed in Cardiff University, described in Chapter 2, 
was used to carry out fundamental and harmonic load pull measurements 
on this device.  A measurement strategy was developed, which involved 
the following steps: 
i. Using a phase controllable signal generator, spin the second 
harmonic phase (∠ a2,2) around 360 degrees in 18 degree steps 
whilst holding the fundamental phase vector constant. 
ii. Repeat (i) as the fundamental phase vector itself is spun 
around 360 degrees, with points distributed every 18 degrees. 
iii. Finally, capture datasets using (i) and (ii) with varying 
amplitudes of fundamental and second harmonic stimuli at 
port 2 (|a2,1|,|a2,2|). 
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The resulting dataset was renormalized to the measured system 
impedances and the input fundamental phase, ∠A1,1, was removed.  The 
measured data, described by its output impedances is shown in Figure 3-24. 
 
 
Figure 3-24: Measured fundamental and second harmonic impedances 
  
Model Extraction and Validation 
A subset of the original measurement data was used to illustrate the 
complexity of the coefficient set required in generating an accurate enough 
model for the dataset above.  
 
Figure 3-25: Coefficients used in model extraction.  
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Two distinct model coefficient-sets were therefore used. In the first case, 
with 7 model coefficients in the fundamental space and 3 coefficients in the 
second harmonic space, was used to generate a model for this subset 
(Figure 3-25).  The size of the point is indicative of the magnitude of the 
coefficient.  Modelled results from this extraction process were then 
overlaid onto the original measurement data.  The prediction of the 
behaviour of the reflected wave (b2) was then used to quantify the accuracy 
of the approach.  
The resulting model (Figure 3-26) indicates that although most of the 
form of the perturbation is reproduced by the model (typically due to 
mixing of the fundamental output phase ∠a2,1 and the input stimuli signal 
a1,1), it is unable to model the interaction caused by mixing of the injected 
second harmonic signal a2,2 and the injected fundamental signal a2,1.  
 
% Errors in prediction 
Wave Max 
% 
Avg 
% 
B21 5.2 1.7 
B22 16.3 5.6 
B23 64.0 25.5 
B12 12.4 4.1 
B23 18.6 6.3 
 
Figure 3-26: Comparison of measured and modelled B21 
 
In the second case, a model strategy was used which contained an optimum 
number of coefficients including cross product terms (Figure 3-27).  This 
allowed the model to properly track changes in the second harmonic’s 
perturbation around all phases of the fundamental wave b2,1.  
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A comparison of measured and modelled versions (shown in Figure 3-28) 
of the wave b2,1 showed excellent agreement with an average error of 0.14%.  
 
 
Figure 3-27: Coefficient set used in extraction while accounting for cross product terms 
 
 
% Errors in prediction 
Wave Max 
% 
Avg 
% 
B21 0.93 0.14 
B22 3.5 0.47 
B23 9.5 1.6 
B12 4.1 0.5 
B23 5.2 0.6 
 
Figure 3-28: Comparison of measured and modelled B21 
 
The modelling coefficient set was then applied onto the entire dataset and 
the resulting prediction of the measured load pull points is shown in Figure 
3-29. 
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Figure 3-29: Model coefficients applied on the entire measurement set 
 
This mixing-based behavioural model therefore showed a capability of 
taking into account the changes of load impedance at the fundamental as 
well as the second harmonic frequencies.  Determining the correct 
coefficient set which includes the necessary cross product terms is however 
vital to get sufficient accuracy from the modelled data.  
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3.7 Summary 
This chapter discussed various non-linear behavioural model generation 
approaches available today.  Starting with a comparison of behavioural 
models to compact and physical models, the review discussed various 
advantages of using this approach.  The theory behind the PHD model was 
described and shown how most modern frequency domain behavioural 
modelling implementations follow this theory.  
 Commercially available hardware such as the Agilent PNA-X series 
network analyser can be used to generate load-dependent X-parameters™ 
of a device under test.  A discussion of this model generation and 
measurement strategy was described along with its drawbacks.  
 The Cardiff Direct Wave Lookup Table (DWLUT) model was 
described as a table based behavioural model, however it was shown that 
this kind of model is only useful for making non-linear data available in 
CAD.  The biggest drawback of this approach was that it was only good at 
predicting the measurements on which it was based.  In the same way as 
load-dependent X-parameters™, the DWLUT model requires measurement 
data to be placed on a regular grid.  This requires more iteration from an 
active load pull system and thus greatly increases the overall measurement 
time needed for device characterisation. 
 The introduction of the Cardiff Behavioural Model formulations 
showed that measurement data was no longer required to be placed on a 
regular grid. Model coefficients could thus be extracted via techniques such 
as Least Means Squares (LMS).  Various examples of the extraction were 
discussed in this chapter such as models for: fundamental-only load pull 
and fundamental and second harmonic load pull behaviour.  For harmonic 
model generation, it was shown that mixing-based behavioural modelling 
takes into account the changes of load impedance at the fundamental as 
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well as the second harmonic frequencies.  Determining the correct 
coefficient set which includes the necessary cross product terms is however 
vital to get sufficient accuracy from the modelled data.  
 The work presented in this thesis will make use of the Cardiff 
Behavioural model formulations and the PHD model to explore the 
interpolation and extrapolation capabilities of such a fundamental and a 
harmonic model of a non-linear device.   
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Chapter 4 – An Intelligence Driven Active 
Load-Pull System 
4.1 Introduction 
This  chapter  describes  how  an  application  of  the PHD  model  can  add  
intelligence  to  an  open  loop  active  load-pull system.  The approach that 
will be demonstrated improves prediction of the operating conditions 
required to emulate a specified load during open-loop active load-pull and 
thereby allowing more efficient use to be made of a measurement system.  
The work discussed in this chapter was summarised by the author in [1].  
 As mentioned in the literature review of chapter 2, source and load-
pull measurement systems are widely used in the design of power 
amplifiers to deduce regions of operation that correspond to optimum 
efficiency, gain, linearity and output power and hence to make the design 
choices; hopefully leading to arrival at a solution for a particular set of 
requirements in a timely manner.  
In open loop active load-pull systems, load emulation of the target 
reflection coefficient (ГT,h) is achieved by solving (4-1).  Subscript h indicates 
the harmonic index.  Since there is no prior knowledge of the function b2,h(.), 
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the open loop system is iterative in nature and typically a solution to (4-1) is 
found a using a numerical technique.  
 
  0,...,, ,22,21,2,2,2  hhhh aaaba  
(4-1) 
 
This chapter is based around measurements carried out using an 
automated open loop active load-pull system, developed at Cardiff 
University as discussed in Chapter 2.  The receiver used was a 4-channel 
Tektronix oscilloscope [2]-[3] in this setup as shown in Figure 4-30.  
 
DUT
Tektronix DSA 8200
CH1 CH2
Bias T Bias T
Gate Voltage (V1) Drain Voltage (V2)
ESG
Triplexer
ESGESGESG
Harmonic 
Active LP
10 MHz in10 MHz out
a2b2b1a1
Output CouplersInput Couplers
10dB 
Pads
10dB 
Pads
CH3 CH4
DC Supply
(Gate Voltage)
DC Supply
(Drain Voltage)
 
Figure 4-30: Open loop active load-pull system using a Tektronix oscilloscope 
 
Automated load-pull measurements were achieved by custom-written 
software which managed all the relevant instrumentation to provide 
calibrated datasets during each device characterisation.   
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This software was written by the author using Microsoft C# as discussed 
and illustrated in Appendix A. 
4.2 The load-pull error model 
The model below is based on the work presented by D.J. Williams [4] to 
provide a mechanism of maintaining constant reflection coefficients at the 
fundamental and harmonic tones as input drive power, bias and frequency 
are varied.  During measurements, acquired error-corrected data from the 
receiver is utilised to generate the magnitude and phase of the electronic 
signal generator required to set arbitrary load impedances at each 
frequency of interest thus generating the signal, apset,h (p=port Index, h =  
harmonic index).  This signal is then amplified or attenuated and the incident 
wave, ap,h presented to the DUT.  
 
DUT
a1set,h
a1,h
b1,h
ГL1,h
Ts1,h
a2set,h
a2,h
b2,h
ГL2,h
Ts2,h
ГT1,h ГT2,h
 
Figure 4-31: Active load-pull error model 
 
The magnitude and phase of the required generator’s signal apset, h is 
calculated in an iterative convergence process to achieve the desired 
reflection coefficient, based on the error model shown in Figure 4-31 and 
described by equations (4-2) to (4-3).   
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In this error model: 
i. ΓpL,h represents the system reflection coefficient for the specified port 
and harmonic network.  This coefficient can be measured after 
calibration of the system and values stored for each harmonic.  
ii. Tsp,h represents the transmission coefficient; accounting for the loss or 
gain in the specified port network between the generator and the 
DUT.  During the iterative convergence process, this coefficient is 
continuously measured using equation (4-3) from the magnitude 
and phase of the measured data and the RF signal of the generator.  
The continuous measurement is required to account for the non-
linear behaviour of the amplifiers used in the system. 
iii. apset,h is a definition of the magnitude and phase energy generated by 
the generator.  During the iterative convergence process, this signal 
is continuously computed using equation (4-2), usually via a 
numerical technique. 
iv. ΓTp,h is the desired reflection coefficient that the system iterates to. 
  
A summary of the iterative loop is shown in the flow chart below, 
illustrating the steps required for fundamental load-pull.  At the start, an 
initial measurement is taken to determine the present impedance state of 
the DUT.  Based on the RF signal settings of the generator, an updated 
value of the Tsp,h coefficient is then determined.  The value of apset,h is then 
calculated and uploaded to the signal generator.  Resulting from the new 
signal, a further measurement is required to determine the error in the 
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convergence between the target load impedance (ΓTp,h) and the present load 
impedance (Γp,h).  If this error meets the required tolerance set by the user, 
the system stops the iterations.  Otherwise, it carries out further iterations 
until the convergence is attained or the loop count times out. 
 
Measure and
Error-correct data
Compute 
Tsp,h 
Compute
apset,h
Measure and
Error-correct data
Compute Err = 
Target Load – Present load
Err < 
Tolerance?
Loop Count > 
Max?
STOP
NO
YES
NO
YES
 
Figure 4-32: The load-pull iterative loop 
 
4.3 Finding the solution using the Newton-Raphson 
Algorithm 
The computation of apset,h was carried out using a numerical technique based 
on the Newton-Raphson (NR) [5] root finding technique in the original 
open loop active load-pull software implementation [4].  This is an open 
method; that is one that requires one or more starting values, but not 
necessarily the root of the function.  For example, a plot of the function f(x) 
is shown in Figure 4-33.  From this figure, it can be see that an initial guess 
of the root of the function f(x) is given by xi. 
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Exact root
x=2.0
xi+2 xi+1
Initial Guess
After first 
iteration
After second 
iteration
xi
 
Figure 4-33: Solving for function f(x) using the NR technique 
 
Extending a tangent from this point i.e. [xi, f(xi)], a better estimate of the 
root is found at the position where the tangent intercepts the x-axis (xi+1).  
The above process is repeated until the exact solution is found.  Therefore, 
the generalized equation for the Newton-Raphson method as examined by 
Epperson [6] is given in (4-4).  
 
 i
i
ii
xf
xf
xx
'
1   (4-4) 
In this form, there are various drawbacks of this numerical technique. 
Firstly, computation of a derivative is required before the function can be 
used.  Secondly, the formulation is also prone to numerical oscillations 
whereby the root of the solution oscillates around a point of inflexion. In 
order to make practical use of the technique, a weighting factor w was used 
(4-5)-(4-9).  
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Considering the function: 
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The final NR equation is highlighted in (4-10) and based on the load-pull 
error model in (4-2); the calculation of apset,h is shown in (4-11).  
iii xwxfwx )1()()(1 
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(4-11) 
 
In this form, the value of apset,h in the next iteration depends on the present 
value of apset,h and a weighting factor w.  The value of w can be set at the start 
of a measurement (between 0 and 1), giving more control of the 
convergence by reducing numerical oscillations and protecting the device 
from unpredictable impedance terminations.  The smaller the weighting 
factor, the longer a convergence process takes.  
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4.3.1 ALP measurements using the NR numerical technique 
 
Figure 4-34: A 6x6 Grid of target reflection coefficients for load-pull 
 
A demonstration of the quality of convergence was shown by active load-
pull measurements carried out on a 10x75µm GaAs pHEMT device, 
operating at 3 GHz with Class-B biasing conditions.  In this example, a 6x6 
grid of target reflection coefficients is utilised; centred on the device 
optimum for power.  The load-pull sweep was carried out at the 1dB 
compression point. All higher harmonics e.g. second (2F0) and third (3F0) 
were terminated into 50 ohms. Figure 4-34 shows the results of this 
convergence.  
On analysing the results, as shown in Figure 4-35, 114 iterations 
were required to complete the process in order to achieve a pre-set error 
tolerance of less than 5%.  Note that this load-pull measurement was 
carried out at a single power level and bias point.  Typically, such device 
characterisations are done over a range of independent variables such as 
input power, frequency and bias settings.  With each independent variable 
being swept independently, this process is very time consuming.  
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Figure 4-35: Plot of convergence error and cumulative iterations 
4.3.2 Utilisation efficiency of a measurement system (ηmeas) 
In open loop active load-pull measurements, we can classify the 
measurements in two categories.  Redundant measurements (Mredundant) aid 
the measurement system to achieve a load-emulation target. In the model 
driven load-pull approach, these measurements are used in computing the 
localised X-parameter models.  Useful measurements (Museful) are those 
taken once the target load emulation point is within the error tolerance as 
set by the user.  The utilisation efficiency (ηmeas) therefore quantifies the ratio 
of useful to the total number of measurements as shown in (4-12).  An ideal 
system, 100% efficient would require only one measurement per load point.  
 
100*
redundantuseful
useful
meas
MM
M


 
(4-12) 
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For the above load-pull sweep, the efficiency of the algorithm using the NR 
numerical technique is therefore 31.5%. (Number of points: 36, Number of 
measurements: 114). 
4.4 Theory and design of a model-based algorithm 
The Poly Harmonic Distortion modelling (PHD) technique [7], as discussed 
in Chapter 3, provides a mathematical framework for describing  the  
response,  b2,h  of  a  non-linear  system  as  a function  of  the respective 
injection signals (4-14).  Combining this with (4-13) thus allows for the 
formulation of a new open loop load-pull algorithm with improved load 
emulation capability.  A singular approximation to the solution of (4-13) 
can therefore be reached; which is valid locally in the region that it is 
determined. 
  0,...,, ,22,21,2,2,2  hhhh aaaba
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(4-14) 
As already discussed in the literature review of Chapter 3, (4-14) can be 
modified by describing P and Q as input and output a-wave harmonic 
phase operators, leading to the generalized solution shown in (4-15)-(4-17). 
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Adapting this generalized formulation and assuming that the magnitude of 
the input signal (|a11|) during this process is held constant; we can simplify 
it to (4-18) by considering only the linear third order mixing terms.  This is 
analogous to X­parameter™ [8] formulation, also described in Chapter 3.  
The equivalent X-parameter equation is shown in (4-19).  
    
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(4-19) 
The extraction of the required X-parameters, practical considerations and 
finally testing of the model-based algorithm is covered in the rest of this 
chapter.  
4.4.1 Measurement of X-parameters 
The measurement of the X-parameters during load-pull follows the 
technique explained in [7]. The parameter X2,h(F) can be deduced from the 
output response of the fundamental input drive |A11| at the harmonic 
being load-pulled.   
 
Imag
Real
Incident a2,h
Imag
Real
Output b2,h
Response
 
Figure 4-36: Extraction of X2,h(S) and X2,h(T) 
 
As shown in Figure 4-36, the parameters X2,h(S) and X2,h(T) are extracted by 
applying a perturbation signal to the incident a21 wave, first of all with a 
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zero-degree phase and then followed by the same signal with a 90-degree 
shift, keeping the input drive signal, |a11|, constant in both cases. By 
utilizing the measured values of a2h and b2h at the centre and offset points 
(indicated by the subscripts 0, 1 and 2) we can then calculate these 
parameters using equation set (4-20)-(4-23). 
 
0,,21,,21 hh aa   0,,22,,22 hh aa   (4-20) 
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4.4.2 Application of the measured X-parameters  
Since the target load emulation point (ΓT) is known during the automated 
load-pull process, the injected signal a2,h can be calculated analytically by 
the solution to (4-24) – this has been simplified for only the fundamental 
injected signal at the output (a21).  A derivation of this formulation is 
included in Table 4-1. 
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Considering fundamental load-pull at port 2,  
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Given that the reflection coefficient, Γ2,1 is defined by:  
1,2
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the output response, b2,1 given by the X-parameter formulation is 
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Replacing Γ2, 1 by the desired target reflection coefficient, ΓT
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Table 4-1: Derivation of load-pull algorithm  
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4.5 Implementation and use in open loop active load-
pull measurements 
4.5.1 The active load pull error model 
The predicted signal computed using (4-24) does not take into account non-
ideal behaviours of open loop active load-pull characterisation.  This is best 
described by the error model discussed earlier, in Figure 4-31.  In order to 
present the desired value of a2,h to the device, the parameters Tsp,h 
(transmission coefficient i.e. loss/gain of the amplifier and hybrid couplers) 
and Γsp,h (impedance of the measurement system) need to be accounted-for 
and thus aid the synthesis of the necessary RF signal by the generator (apset,h).  
This calculation can be carried out using (4-2) and (4-3).  
4.5.2 Range of a local model 
As three distinct measurements are required to compute the local model, it 
is necessary to maximize the use of an existing set of X-parameters (a local 
model), provided the input drive (|a11|) or biasing conditions have 
remained unchanged. If the new  load  position  is  found  to  be  within  the  
acceptable tolerance of the target load,  the existing model would have 
converged  without  requiring  an  update;  this  is particularly  beneficial 
during load pull of an impedance grid.  Each of the measurements carried 
out to compute the local models are regarded as ‚redundant‛ since they are 
aiding the measurement system to achieve an emulation target.  The 
efficiency of the measurement system can therefore be quantified by 
comparing the number of useful to redundant measurements. 
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4.5.3 Summary of the load emulation process 
The flow chart in Figure 4-37 summarises the implementation of the 
algorithm, including the re-use and adjustment steps. 
 
Does Model
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Has |a11| or bias 
changed?
Y
Use model to make 
prediction of A2h
N
Use prediction and 
load pull error 
model to calculate 
apset,h
Set Generator 
amplitude and phase 
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Compute load 
and compare to 
target
Has target been 
achieved?
Next load point
Or finish
Y
MEASURE AND 
DERIVE MODEL 
USING 
X- PARAMETERS
Y
N
Start
N
 
Figure 4-37: Flow chart showing the steps in the load emulation process 
 
At the start, a query is carried out to find an available model for the 
measurement conditions defined (Such as equal input power, bias settings 
and frequency). If a suitable model is found, a prediction of the injected 
signal a2,h is then calculated using this; and further adjusted for the 
transmission coefficient (Tsp,h) and impedance of the measurement system 
(Γsp,h). The algorithm also checks if the measurement system or model 
generated is in an ‚error state‛.  If this is safe to continue, the compensated 
value (apset,h) is then uploaded to the signal generators and a measurement is 
carried out.  Using the data generated from this measurement, the value of 
the actual load at the present position is calculated and compared with the 
target.  
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If this target is within the tolerance level set by the user, the convergence is 
now complete.  However, if it is higher than the tolerance level, a new set of 
X-parameters is then calculated to derive a fresh local model and the whole 
prediction process is carried out again.  
4.6 Testing the algorithm 
In order to illustrate how the target load is attained, a single point was 
initially considered.  This was followed by carrying out measurements on a 
sweep plan of multiple target points.  All measurements were carried out 
on a 10x75μm GaAs pHEMT, operating at 3.0GHz with Class-B biasing 
conditions.  These measurements were carried out on the automated load-
pull system, described earlier and based on the Tektronix oscilloscope as 
the primary receiver.  
4.6.1 ‚Single-point‛ load-pull 
In this test, a single load emulation point was considered as a target and the 
path taken by the algorithm to achieve this is shown in Figure 4-38.  
START 
POSITION
-0.2 + 0.0i
TARGET 
ACHIEVED
(-0.003, 0.61i)
Error: 1%
After first iteration
(-0.08, 0.65i)
Error: 10%
 
Figure 4-38: Single point load-pull 
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The measured starting position of the load pull was recorded as a reflection 
coefficient of -0.2+0.0i. The target load emulation point required to be 
achieved was a reflection coefficient of 0.0+0.6i and the tolerance set was 6%. 
At the starting point (-0.2+0i), a query is carried out to find any local 
models. In this case, the query does not return any models since the 
measurement criteria do not exist in its database.  As a result, two 
perturbations are made to the a2, 1 injection signal; thereby creating the two 
offset points (indicated by orange square-shaped markers) which allow the 
calculation of a local model.  The local model is then used to compute a 
value of apset,h ; this moves the load to a new position (-0.08+0.65i), which in 
this case is not within the tolerance range set by the user.  The algorithm 
therefore requires the model to refresh itself with a new set of X-parameters 
at this stage, hence the additional set of offset points.  The final reflection 
coefficient obtained (-0.003+0.61i) was within 1% of the target load 
emulation point (0+0.6i); implying the algorithm had now converged to a 
solution. 
4.6.2 ‚Swept-mode‛ load-pull at single power level 
In this measurement configuration, a 6x6 impedance grid was centred on 
the optimum of the device and the target emulation points matched the 
ones used in the review of the Newton Raphson numerical technique 
discussed earlier, in section 4.3.1 of this chapter. Figure 4-39 shows results 
of this characterisation.  The measurement results show that the algorithm 
improved the utilisation efficiency to 78.3%. (Total number of points: 36, 
Total number of measurements: 46).  A summary of the iterations required 
in this characterisation as well as the convergence error per point has been 
plotted in Figure 4-40. 
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Figure 4-39: Results from a load-pull characterisation using the model-based technique 
at a single power level 
 
Figure 4-40: Plot of error in convergence and number of measurements 
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4.6.3 ‚Swept-mode‛ load-pull in a power sweep 
The real benefit of this algorithm is during load and power sweeps. Since 
the intelligence is consistently being built throughout the sweep, the 
efficiency and speed of measurement improves gradually.  
In order to illustrate this, measurements were carried out around the 
optimum of the device, with a load emulation error tolerance of 5%.  They 
were also configured with a large power sweep plan, with a dynamic range 
featuring 28 input power levels in 0.5dB steps and 25 impedance target 
points (a total of 700 load-pull points). Results from this measurement are 
shown on the smith chart in Figure 4-41. 
 
Figure 4-41: Load-pull characterisation using the model based technique 
 
In this figure, the points where the load-pull algorithm required a 
recalculation of the X-parameters are also highlighted. Figure 4-42 shows 
the cumulative number of measurements required in the convergence of 
the sweep plan.  The percentage error between the target and attained 
values of the load are also shown in this figure.  For this sweep, the 
 Local Model Updated here
 Converged Load-pull gamma point
 Target Load-pull gamma point
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measurement system managed to achieve all the load points to within the 
required error tolerance value (5%); with an average value of 2.11%.  
For the above example, efficiency of the measurement system was 90% (778 
measurements were carried out for 700 load pull target points) as existing 
models were re-used during the power sweeps.  This result, when 
compared to a typical value previously of only 10-30% using a numerical 
algorithm, is a significant improvement in the measurement efficiency of 
the open loop active load-pull system. 
 
Figure 4-42: Cumulative number of measurements and convergence error in each 
measurement 
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4.7 Further Improvements 
In order to further reduce the number of iterations in the system, it is 
important to analyse the range of the local model versus the changing 
behaviour of the measurement system.  This phenomenon is inherent in the 
fact that the gain (Tsp,h)  of the system amplifier in the active load-pull loop 
may be changing (due to AM-AM or AM-PM distortion characteristics of 
the system amplifier) as the system attempts to converge onto a target load 
emulation point.   
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Figure 4-43: An improved LP Flow 
 
This may trigger a fresh local model generation as the achieved gamma 
point may not be within the error tolerance.  However the range of the 
model may still be valid and thus all that was required of the algorithm 
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was a refreshed determination of Tp,sh. This determination however does not 
require an iterative step and can be calculated from the known values of 
apset,h.  This check can be included in the flow graph described in Figure 4-37.  
The resulting flow chart is shown in Figure 4-43. 
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4.8 Summary 
A discussion of the load-pull error model in open loop active load-
pull measurement systems was used to examine the iterative nature of such 
a system.  This was followed by discussions of the existing numerical 
techniques e.g. the Newton-Raphson technique used to compute the active 
load-pull signal required for load emulation and their associated problems.  
An illustration of the iterative system was carried out by load-pull 
measurements on a 10x75µm device running at 3 GHz.  The utilisation 
efficiency of the system when using the Newton-Raphson numerical 
technique was found to be 31.5% hence the rest of the measurements were 
iterations to achieve load emulation targets.  
As a solution to the above problem, a new approach was introduced 
which utilised the X-parameter formulations for carrying out load-pull 
predictions.  A locally derived X-parameter model  was  shown  to  be  
capable  of  adding intelligence  to  an  open  loop  active  load-pull  system.  
This approach enabled a significant improvement in the system's ability to 
provide the desired load emulation capability.  The algorithm was also 
optimised to maximise the use of locally generated X-parameters.  Hence  
the  measurement  system  utilisation  efficiency was greatly improved for 
realisation of the desired load conditions, with less  than  5%  error  in  the  
achieved  load-impedances.  For multi-variable sweeps such as power and 
load-pull sweeps, the algorithm proved to be very effective with utilisation 
efficiency of 90% for 700 load-pull target points.  
Suggestions for an improved algorithm were also discussed whereby 
the local model generation and thus the redundant measurement step can 
be minimised by using an updated value of the gain of the system amplifier.  
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Chapter 5 – High speed non-linear device 
characterisation and uniformity 
investigations exploiting behavioural 
models 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter investigates a non-linear measurement approach suitable for 
wafer mapping and technology screening applications.  It is shown how 
rapid characterisation and uniformity investigations of non-linear devices 
are possible through the use of an intelligence driven, open-loop active 
load-pull measurement system which uses localised behavioural models to 
improve speed of device characterisation and thus measurement system 
utilisation efficiency.  The work in this chapter was presented by the author 
in [1].  
At the present time, significant interest and effort has been devoted 
to the realisation of Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits (MMICs) for 
high power and high efficiency applications such as mobile 
telecommunications, radar and satellite communications [2].  Thorough 
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optimisation of transistor technology is thus required along with the 
availability of accurate CAD device models.  An ideal CAD device model is 
one that describes transistor behaviour across the entire range of external 
terminal parameters such as DC bias, input drive and input/output VSWR.  
Traditionally, analytical modelling techniques are generally employed in 
developing foundry Process Design Kits (PDKs).  These models, when used 
in large signal simulations, rely on the extrapolations of the DC and small 
signal measurements.  While these extrapolations are successful in certain 
regions of large-signal operation, they fail in others.  Experimental 
validation of the predicted behaviour of such a CAD model is thus required 
before the device can be used for MMIC design.  Such an experimental 
validation is carried out via load-pull measurements, as explained in 
Chapters 2-4.  
The constraint on measurement time is critical in non-linear device 
characterisation and therefore, parameters measured during load-pull are 
often focussed towards optimising key performance parameters such as 
optimum power, efficiency, gain etc.  This is in contrast to more detailed 
device characterisation routines which involve extracting relevant non-
linear parameters required for process optimisation.  Therefore in addition 
to the evolution of measurement hardware new techniques for system 
control, analysis and modelling of measured large signal parameters are 
required if such measurement systems are to be utilised most efficiently.  
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5.2 Intelligence driven load-pull measurements 
As described in Chapter 4, intelligence can be added to an open loop active 
load-pull load emulation process, thereby reducing the number of 
iterations required during such measurements. While capturing the desired 
device performance data, the load-pull system also incrementally built a 
database of localised X-parameter models which were archived and re-used.  
This proved beneficial when a ‚batch‛ of target load emulation points were 
measured over a large power sweep.  
A more important consequence of the above technique is during a 
non-linear wafer mapping process.  Moving from device to device or wafer 
to wafer, each captured set of local models can be used in rapidly attaining 
non-linear data under the same excitation conditions, making most efficient 
use of the measurement system and thus further minimising the need for 
iterative load-pull in the open-loop technique.  
5.2.1 X-Band device comparison measurement strategy 
High efficiency power amplifier modes of operation are governed by 
maximising DC-to-RF conversion.  A deduction from the detailed 
consideration of the time-varying voltage v(t) and current i(t) waveforms 
shows that by driving the device hard into compression and presenting 
favourable impedances at the fundamental (e.g. the optimum impedance 
point for efficiency) and harmonic frequencies, designers can synthesize 
these waveforms for high efficiency modes of operation [3]-[6] e.g. Class-B, 
Class-F and Class F-1.  
 Based on the above discussion, the load-pull impedance space 
required for comparison of devices and later on model generation was to be 
focused around the relevant optimum impedance emulation points such as 
for power and efficiency.  The devices under test were four 10x75µm GaAs 
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pHEMT devices (named D1, D2, D3, D4) all operating in class-AB biasing 
conditions at 9 GHz.  Initially, it was necessary to find the output 
fundamental impedance point which corresponded to the load for 
maximum power (Zopt) for one of these devices.  The approximate value of 
Zopt can be predicted by using the Cripps’ load technique which uses an 
estimation of the measured transfer characteristic of the DUT [7].  An 
alternative is to use a PDK model which, if available in CAD, can be 
configured with the same measurement conditions (e.g. bias, frequency and 
drive) as the load-pull characterisation to provide an initial estimate of Zopt. 
 Using the latter approach, load-pull simulations on the PDK model 
were carried out in AWR Microwave Office Design Environment (AWRDE) 
with predicted power contours at the P-1dB compression point, 
highlighting the area of interest for the non-linear comparison analysis and 
model generation.  These contours are shown in the Figure 5-44. 
 
 
 
Figure 5-44: Predicted power contours achieved by carrying out load-pull on PDK using 
AWRDE 
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Applying the intelligence driven technique to active load-pull 
measurements, locally computed X-parameter models were used to aid the 
measurement of the above impedance space for the first device (D1).  
 
Figure 5-45: Measured power contours on device D1 
 
The resulting power contours are shown in Figure 5-45, highlighting the 
points where the local model required an update.  The convergence error 
tolerance for this load-pull grid was set to 6%.  The measurement utilisation 
efficiency for this characterisation was 70%; requiring 12 local models to 
achieve the target grid.  The characterisation time for the above was 30 
minutes.  
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5.2.2 Optimising the use of measurement conditions 
In order to further improve the utilisation efficiency and taking note of the 
fact that all DUTs to be compared are of the same device technology and 
geometry (10x75 GaAs PHEMTs), there were two options to be considered.  
i. For all subsequent device measurements, the local models can be 
re-used from the characterisation of device D1 to speed up the 
load pull process. 
ii. The measurement stimulus (A11, A21, Vds, Vgs and fundamental 
frequency) archived for converged load impedances in the 
characterisation of D1 can be re-used for all subsequent device to 
device measurements.   
As a consequence of ii), no further iterations nor local model generation  is 
necessary in the device comparison process, thus potentially improving the 
measurement system utilisation efficiency to 100% for all subsequent load 
pull measurement sequences.  
5.2.3 Summary of measurement results 
Table 5-2 is a summary of the comparison measurements, showing the 
variation in output power and optimum impedance for maximum power 
(ZOPT).  It can be seen from these results that the position of ZOPT is very 
similar for these devices (Real: 41.2 ± 0.5 Ω and imaginary: 16.0 ± 2 Ω).  The 
variation in output power was 28.0 ± 0.3dBm.  There is however a notable 
0.8 dB offset between the measurement results and the predictions from the 
PDK analytical model.  
 
Device Max. Power (dBm) ZOPT (Ω) ZIN (Ω) Time (min) 
PDK Model 28.90 33.06 + j15.34 4.66 - j9.00 -- 
D1 27.90 41.05 + j15.25 4.94 - j10.00 30 
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D2 28.23 41.73 + j16.16 4.21 - j12.23 7 
D3 28.03 41.52 + j16.68 4.16 - j12.58 7 
D4 27.75 41.50 + j17.33 4.36 - j13.22 7 
Table 5-2: Comparison of device measurements 
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Figure 5-46: Results from measuring all 4 DUTs with the same stimuli as device D1 
 
By using the archived set of measurement stimulus, the characterisation 
time required to achieve the target load emulation points for all subsequent 
devices was 7 minutes (23% of the original time taken).  Figure 5-46 shows 
results of applying the same stimuli on all the other DUTs (D2, D3, and D4).  
As shown in the figure, a consequence of this approach is that device to 
device variation has caused a small scatter in the measurement impedance 
locations.  
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5.3 Model generation for use in CAD tools 
Once the device measurements were complete, the next task was to archive 
the device-to-device behaviour in a format that is elegant for CAD use.  For 
the above experiment, two main techniques were considered:  
i. Data look-up models  
ii. Behavioural models  
 
In a data look-up model e.g. Cardiff DWLUT model [8], there are various 
disadvantages.  First of all, as discussed in Chapter 3, the data collected is 
not truly a model i.e. it is only valid in the region that it was measured.  
Any interpolation or extrapolation is entirely left to the robustness of the 
CAD simulator.  A more critical point is that the data is required to be 
placed on a standard grid thus the scatter created by device variations 
requires additional mathematical processing so that all the device look-up 
tables are represented by the same impedance grid.  Finally, data mining is 
required to quantify device-to-device or wafer-to-wafer variations based on 
variables such as output power, efficiency etc.  
In behavioural models e.g. Cardiff Behavioural Model [9], the 
measured data is transformed into an equivalent set of coefficients grouped 
by parameters such as frequency, temperature, bias and input drive.  Using 
such a modelling technique, 
i) Multiple models based on random look-up can account for 
device-to-device variations  
ii) The model can incorporate these variations in the extracted 
coefficient space 
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5.3.1 Cardiff Behavioural model extraction 
For each of the devices, a fundamental behavioural model based on the 
technique in [9] and discussed in the literature review of Chapter 3 was 
extracted.  The generalised equation for a fundamental model using this 
technique is shown in (5-1).  A 6-term behavioural model was extracted 
from the measurement data via a Least Means Squares (LMS) function.  The 
coefficient set used is shown in Figure 5-47.  
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(5-1) 
 
 
Figure 5-47: Coefficient set used in parameter extraction 
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5.3.2 Model verification 
Using the same measurement stimulus e.g. input power, bias and 
frequency, the response from the generated model for device D1 when 
compared to the original measurement data was used to verify accuracy in 
the parameterised approach.  Table 5-3 shows a summary of the error in the 
response at each harmonic for this verification.  From the results it can be 
seen that for the fundamental model, the average model accuracy is based 
on measured and modelled b21 waves is 99.8%.  The Smith chart in Figure 5-
48 shows this prediction in terms of fundamental (F0) and second harmonic 
(2F0) gamma.   
 
 
Figure 5-48: Model coefficients applied on entire dataset 
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Variable Min Error (%) Max Error (%) Average Error (%) 
b21 0.0064 0.59 0.19 
b22 0.05 2.08 0.64 
b23 0.08 7.12 1.83 
b12 0.005 1.87 0.44 
b13 0.02 5.8 1.38 
Table 5-3: Verification of parameterised model for device D1 
 
5.3.3 Usage and validation in CAD 
The model coefficients for each device were imported into AWR 
Microwave Office Design Environment (AWRDE) via its APLAC simulator 
interface [10].  Simulations were run using the Frequency Domain Device 
component (FDD).  A load-pull simulation in AWRDE is shown in Figure 
5-49 whereby the DUT has been setup as a net list which imports the 
Cardiff model file.  It features a harmonic balance tuner which can set 
impedances at the fundamental and harmonics.  The simulation was 
automated via a script to emulate load pull functionality such as target load 
impedances, bias points, frequency and input power.  A total of 780 load-
pull target emulation points were chosen for the fundamental sweep plan. 
 
 
Figure 5-49: Load-pull simulations in AWRDE 
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Results from the simulation showed good agreement between measured 
and modelled power contours as shown in Figure 5-50.  
 
(a) (b)
 
Figure 5-50: (a) Output from AWRDE load-pull simulation.  (b) Comparison of load-pull 
simulation and measurement data on device D1 
 
The optimum impedance (ZOPT) from the simulation was (39.9+j19.25) ohms 
and the maximum output power was 27.92dBm.  When compared to the 
measurement results on device D1, the output power accuracy was ±0.02dB. 
The position of ZOPT also showed a similar position (Real: 41 ± 1Ω, 
Imaginary: 16 ± 3Ω).  More importantly, the extracted coefficients guided 
the simulator to achieve an accurate interpolation.  A comparison of the 
output power contours near the optimum impedance is shown in Figure 5-
51 whereby the measured gamma points used in the model extraction are 
marked by (X).  The simulated gamma points, as interpolated by model 
coefficients, are marked by (o).   
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Figure 5-51: Power contours and gamma distribution around the optimum 
 
Comparing the two contours, a pulling effect was noticed on the model 
contours.  It has to be noted that this is an effect caused by the interpolation 
algorithm run by the plotting software and the coefficients extracted by the 
model are able to capture the optimal performance space accurately.   
When plotting raw measurement data, this pulling effect on the values close 
to ZOPT can be corrected-for by including more measurement data points 
around this region in the device measurements.  Since the work presented 
in this technique is based on re-generating performance using the extracted 
coefficients within the simulator rather than raw data, the significance of 
the pulling effect can be ignored.  Table 5-4 shows the measured and 
simulated results from all the device models D1-D4.  The agreement 
between measurements and simulations is to accuracy of ± 0.02dB.  
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Device Power (dBm) Meas. Power (dBm) 
Sim. 
ZOPT (Ω) Meas. ZOPT (Ω) Sim. 
PDK Model -- 28.90 33.06 + j15.34  
D1 27.90 27.92 41.05 + j15.25 39.92 + j19.25 
D2 28.23 28.20 41.73 + j16.16 38.81 + j18.70 
D3 28.03 28.01 41.52 + j16.68 39.90+j19.92 
D4 27.75 27.78 41.50 + j17.33 38.29 + j22.55 
Table 5-4: Comparison of measured and simulated performance for all devices 
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5.4 Analysis and application of model coefficients 
The elegance of the above technique allows comparison and archiving of 
extracted model in a similar way to s-parameters [11].  The above technique 
involved generating a parameterised behavioural model containing 6 
coefficients, as shown in (5-2): 
       1,21,1,1,2
0
1,20,0,1,2
*
1,21,1,1,2
2*
1,22,2,1,2
1
1,2
aKaKaKaK
P
b
 
   21,22,2,1,2
2
1,22,0,1,2 aKaK   
(5-2) 
A comparison of these model coefficients is illustrated in Table 5-5: 
 
Coeff 
Number 
D1 
Mag 
D1 
Phase 
D2 
Mag 
D2 
Phase 
D3 
Mag 
D3 
Phase 
D4 
Mag 
D4 
Phase 
0 39.58 64.58 39.77 54.29 38.47 54.32 38.62 51.14 
1 20.56 -113.60 19.73 -126.48 18.36 -125.65 18.53 -131.92 
2 28.11 -95.73 28.07 -114.68 26.71 -114.92 26.56 -114.71 
3 6.58 -123.30 5.21 -110.32 5.47 -106.54 5.10 -120.54 
4 21.66 35.98 23.63 6.60 22.43 4.96 22.29 1.58 
5 9.47 -136.28 8.87 -164.78 7.97 -173.19 7.95 -169.32 
6 15.79 17.45 15.60 18.72 14.17 19.75 13.95 23.24 
7 10.88 161.47 7.78 107.38 6.36 118.39 6.27 122.85 
8 -30.74 24.53 -30.80 47.97 -29.50 41.22 -29.69 54.12 
Table 5-5: Comparison of magnitude and phase of coefficients 
 
An example application of using coefficients within CAD is shown in 
Figure 5-52 which shows simulated time-domain waveforms for each of the 
device models, computed about the same impedance point.  Each of these 
parameterised models can therefore be utilised within the CAD tool for 
circuit design, optimisation and sensitivity analysis. 
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Figure 5-52: Simulated time-domain waveforms 
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5.5 Chapter Summary 
This chapter discussed a rapid characterisation and uniformity 
investigation technique for measurement of non-linear devices through the 
use of an intelligence driven, open-loop active load-pull measurement 
system.  The necessary improvement in measurement speed was achieved 
by improving the utilisation efficiency of the measurement system in two 
ways.  Initially, locally computed X-parameters guide the active load pull 
system thus minimising iterations required to set the desired impedances. 
Simultaneously to this process, the locally computed models as well as the 
open-loop settings were archived.  These settings were then recalled, 
eliminating the need for iterative load-pull and thus significantly reducing 
measurement time.  
In order to demonstrate the procedure, a batch of 4 10x75 µm GaAs 
devices was measured at 9GHz.  For the first device (D1), locally computed 
X-parameter models guided the load-pull measurements and achieved a 
target grid of 58 points in 30 minutes.  Each of the remaining devices (D2-
D4) utilised the archived open loop settings from the characterisation of D1 
to complete the same load-pull grid within 7 minutes.  The four devices 
showed very similar characteristics in output power (28.0 ± 0.3dBm).  There 
was however a notable 0.8 dB offset between the measurement results and 
the predictions from the PDK analytical model.  
For exploitation within CAD tools, these load-pull measurements 
were used to create a 6-term parameterised behavioural model based on 
Cardiff Model formulations.  The verification on simulation data showed a 
very good agreement between measurements and model accuracy.  The 
output power was noted to be within ±0.02 dB for each of the devices.  Each 
of these parameterised models could therefore be utilised within the CAD 
tool for circuit design, optimisation as well as yield analysis.  
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An application of this was demonstrated by simulating time-domain 
waveforms for each of the device models, computed about the same 
impedance point. 
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Chapter 6 – Interpolation and Extrapolation 
Capabilities of Non-Linear Behavioural 
Models 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes how an application of the Poly Harmonic Distortion 
(PHD) modelling framework, the Cardiff Behavioural model [1], is effective 
in its ability to interpolate or extrapolate non-linear measurement data and 
thereby improve the quality and speed of measurement systems. The 
analysis included testing the interpolation capability of a fundamental-only 
model.  This was followed by using measurement data to examine the 
extrapolation and interpolation capabilities of a second harmonic model.  
The work in this chapter was presented by the author in [2].  
 As discussed in Chapter 2, load-pull is the direct measurement of 
key non-linear performance parameters such as output power, gain, 
efficiency and linearity as a function of load impedance, input drive, 
frequency, bias and temperature.  With the rise in demand for system 
requirements, PA designers have to seek high efficiency modes of operation 
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e.g. Class-F, Class-J, Class F-1 [3]-[4].  As a consequence of the requirements 
to achieve such modes, precision in setting very specific impedance 
terminations at the fundamental and harmonic tones is required. This 
process is iterative and often leads to time-consuming measurements due 
to the number of tune-able variables.  A fast and efficient non-linear 
measurement system is therefore critical for such a PA design lifecycle.  
 The various commercially available techniques for achieving 
fundamental and harmonic load-pull all have their benefits and short-
comings. In passive systems [5]-[6], the more commonly available solution, 
mechanical stub tuners are used to achieve the desired impedance.  
Multiple stub tuners are also available for simultaneous fundamental and 
harmonic load-pull.  The losses inherent in these systems mean that the 
available coverage of the impedance plane is limited and practically 
achieving high gamma terminations (typically |Г| > 0.9) is very difficult or 
impossible.  Active load-pull systems [7] are able to overcome these losses 
by amplifying the injected wave hence allowing unrestricted coverage of 
the smith-chart.  As discussed in Chapter 2 and 4, they are prone to an 
iterative loop leading to a longer measurement time. 
 Previous work based on the Cardiff Behavioural model has shown 
that by considering higher order mixing terms in the PHD formulation, a 
model can be developed which is globally accurate over a range of 
fundamental and harmonic impedance points.  Such a model can also be 
utilised to improve the quality and speed of measurements as well as the 
ability to overcome limitations of load-pull systems discussed above.  
 Interpolation carried out on measurement data can reduce the 
density of impedance grids hence reducing measurement time. Load-pull 
systems that cannot achieve a high enough impedance termination at 
higher harmonics can take advantage of harmonic extrapolation to achieve 
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these values. In this chapter, the benefits of the Cardiff Behavioural model 
will be demonstrated in various ways:  
i) Interpolation accuracy of a fundamental load-pull grid 
ii) Interpolation and extrapolation accuracy of the second 
harmonic load-pull grid. 
Model generation analysis carried out in this chapter was achieved using 
custom-written software developed by the author using Microsoft C#.  A 
description of this software is attached in Appendix B.  
6.2 Cardiff Behavioural Modelling formulations 
As shown in Chapter 3, an equivalent Fourier series description of the 
measured behaviour of a DUT (6-1) can be described whereby the 
coefficients Kp,h,m and the necessary mixing order, ω can be determined via a 
least-squares fit of all the measurement data (6-2).  
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h = harmonic index, p = 
port index 
m = phase index,  
x = magnitude index 
(6-2)
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A further reduction in the complexity of (6-2) can be achieved as shown in 
(6-3).  This includes variation of the coefficients Kp,h,m as a function of the 
measured fundamental gamma Г2,1. Fundamental load interpolation can be 
achieved by this simplified equation, due to its ability to interpolate in both 
polar co-ordinates (i.e. magnitude |Г2,1| and phase Q1/P1).  
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whereby 
m = phase index 
x = magnitude index 
(6-3) 
 
6.3 X-Band measurements for fundamental and 
harmonic analysis 
Open-loop active load-pull measurements for these investigations were 
carried out on a 0.5W 10x75µm GaAs PHEMT device, operating at 9GHz 
and biased in Class-B conditions.  The device was measured at the P-2dB 
compression point for the entire analysis.  The X-Band harmonic load-pull 
and source-pull measurement system utilised for this objective was 
developed at Cardiff University [8] and discussed in Chapter 2. In order to 
achieve the desired open-loop load-pull control at X-Band frequencies, the 
system featured a number of modifications:  
i) The MTA receiver in [8] was replaced by a 4-channel 
Tektronix DSA8200 sampling oscilloscope [9].  This contained 
sampling modules with an electrical bandwidth of DC-70GHz.  
The unit also contained remote samplers which could be 
mounted directly onto the measurement couplers to reduce 
losses in cables and to achieve an accurate calibration.  
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ii) At X-band and higher frequencies, controlling the harmonic 
signals actively with just a 10MHz lock created significant 
drift in phase.  Thus achieving active control at harmonic 
frequencies e.g. 18GHz was very difficult.  A coherent carrier 
distribution system was therefore realised, as described in 
[10].  
 
A schematic of the X-band system is shown in Figure 6-53.  The entire 
system was automated using custom written software, written by the 
author in Microsoft C# as described in Appendix A.  
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Figure 6-53: X-Band harmonic load-pull measurement system setup 
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6.4 Fundamental load-pull interpolation analysis 
In order to investigate the quality of interpolation for the fundamental grid, 
various sets of fundamental gamma (Г21) were measured.  Theoretically, the 
minimum number of measurements required for the least-squares 
algorithm to extract i coefficients is i measurements.  In order to allow for 
inaccuracies in the practical measurement scenario and for redundancy in 
the measurement, 2*i measurements can be considered as a recommended 
minimum set.  The target emulation grid, with 56 points, was centred on 
the device optimum gamma for maximum output power (ГOPT).  All higher 
harmonics e.g. 2-F0 were held constant at 50 ohms.  Throughout this 
analysis, the fundamental frequency, bias and drive level were held 
constant.  Once the measurements were complete, the measured gamma 
points were grouped-by and contained within datasets of the measured 
output power contours in 0.5dB steps up-to 3.5dB from the optimum.  This 
measurement result is shown in Figure 6-54. 
 
 
Figure 6-54: Gamma points grouped-by and contained within datasets of the measured 
output power contours (0.5 dB steps) 
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6.4.1 Model generation and analysis 
Behavioural models of increasing order, defined by changing ω in (6-2) 
were used to capture the non-linear behaviour for each of these gamma 
subsets.  
Table 6-6 shows the resulting polynomial equations for the calculation of 
the response signal, b2, 1 using each of these model coefficient sets.  
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Table 6-6: Description of each coefficient set 
 
Results from this analysis are shown in Figure 6-55, comparing the error in 
re-generating b21 with the varying model complexity.  The error function 
used in this calculation is shown in the equation (6-4) below.  
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From  the  figure,  it  can  be  seen  that  the  model complexity required to 
accurately capture impedances local to the optimum (within 0.5dB) 
requires a polynomial  with only 3 model coefficients.  However, in order 
to accurately capture the design space defined by the entire fundamental 
grid (0.5-3.5dB) a higher-order polynomial is required (6-8 coefficients). 
 
Figure 6-55: Error in B21 with increasing model complexity 
6.4.2 Sensitivity analysis 
An analysis was carried out on conjugate coefficient term (K2,1,-1,1(a2,1*))  in 
order to determine its accuracy at each level of the power contour.  Three 
data sets of the magnitude of this term were plotted against the power 
offsets from the optimum.  The first was extracted from a model which 
contained only 3 coefficients, the second with 6 coefficients and the third 
with 7 coefficients.  A comparison of the magnitude of this term in each of 
the coefficient sets confirms the findings in the above experiment.  Very 
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close to the optimum i.e. near the 0.5dB power contour, the magnitude of 
the coefficient as calculated in each of the sets is very similar (±0.1 dB).  
Going further away from this point indicates divergence in this magnitude 
value (±0.5 dB) in a similar way to the error graph shown in Figure 6-55 
above.  This behaviour is shown in Figure 6-56. 
 
Figure 6-56: Sensitivity analysis on the magnitude of K2,1,-1,1(a2,1*) 
 
6.4.3 Application of Fundamental interpolation for Load-refitting 
Applying  the  above  findings,  fundamental load interpolation  was 
demonstrated  practically  via  two  sets  of  measured load-pull grids (see 
Figure 6-57). The first set (a); contained a fine distribution and second (b); 
with a sparse distribution of gamma emulation targets. In the first case, a 
grid of 100 points (fine) was measured around the optimum of the device.  
In  the  second  case,  a  grid  of  15  points  (sparse) was  measured  in  the  
same  region.  Fundamental frequency, bias conditions and drive level were 
held constant for both measurements.   
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Data  collected  from  measurements  on  the sparse  grid  was  then  used  
to  extract  a  behavioural model suitable for load-refitting using (6-3).  The 
resulting polynomial is shown in (6-5); using 7 model coefficients. 
 
 
Figure 6-57: Sets of fundamental measurement grids with a) fine distribution of gamma 
b) sparse distribution of gamma 
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(6-5) 
Interpolated data was then verified against measured data on the fine grid.  
Figure 6-58 illustrates an error contour plot, with the predictions of the 
model when compared to measurement data on the fine grid.  
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Figure 6-58: Contours of percentage error between interpolated points and measured 
data 
The average error in predicting the response signal, b21 for this analysis was 
0.6% and the worst-case error was 4.2%.  The above coefficients from the 
sparse grid were then used to refit the data onto an ‚ideal‛ grid for use in 
the simulator, using (6-4) – this allows raw measurement data in the form 
of a lookup-table usable within the simulator without the necessity of a 
dense grid.  The results of this load-pull simulation, when run in AWRDE 
Microwave office 2011, are shown in Figure 6-59. 
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Figure 6-59: Load-pull simulation output from AWRDE 
 
The above simulated result (Zopt: (47.48+j7.46) Ω and maximum output 
power: 27.8dBm) shows reasonable agreement with measurement data in 
Figure 6-57 as the measured Zopt was (43.4+j10.3) Ω and the measured 
maximum output power was 27.8dBm.  
 The interpolation technique described above shows a significant 
reduction in the total number of measurements required for fundamental 
behavioural model generation, compared to traditional look-up table 
approaches.  It also highlights that the measurement system no longer 
needs to place gamma emulation targets on a ‚fixed-grid‛.  For open loop 
active load-pull systems, this causes a reduction in load-convergence 
iterations and hence significant increasing their utilisation efficiency.  
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6.5 Second harmonic (2F0) interpolation and 
extrapolation analysis 
With the presence of an active load-pull system capable of harmonic tuning, 
it was now possible to achieve high 2F0 reflection coefficients (|Г22|>1).  
Varying Г22 in magnitude and phase thus allowed the measurement of a 
dense 2F0 impedance grid.  This provided a platform for investigation of 
harmonic- interpolation and extrapolation.  
 For this analysis, the fundamental tone was kept at a constant 
reflection coefficient, corresponding to the device optimum for efficiency. 
All higher harmonics, except the second (2F0), were terminated into 50 
ohms.  External variables such as input drive and bias were held constant. 
The dataset utilised for this analysis included measured Г22 points ranging 
from |Г22|=0 to |Г22|=1 with gamma targets placed on concentric circles, 
providing for maximum coverage of the smith chart.  Figure 6-60 illustrates 
this sweep plan. 
 
Figure 6-60: Gamma targets for second harmonic analysis 
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6.5.1 Second harmonic interpolation analysis 
Data contained within subsets of measured 2F0 gamma were filtered and 
grouped by varying values of |Г22|.  Models of an increasing order, defined 
by changing ω in (6-2) were used to capture the behaviour for each of these 
subsets.  Results from this analysis are shown in Figure 6-61, comparing the 
error in re-generating b22 with increasing model complexity.  From the 
above result, it was shown that a relatively low model complexity is 
required to capture an accurate 2F0 model to within an error tolerance of 
0.7%.  Accuracy is however improved if the number of coefficients is 
increased; especially for measurement data that includes reflection 
coefficients with a high magnitude (|Г22| > 0.7). 
 
Varying model complexity (ω) 
 
Figure 6-61: Average errors in b22 predictions with varying model complexity 
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6.5.2 Second harmonic extrapolation analysis 
Results from the interpolation analysis above indicate that a behavioural 
model with 6 coefficients was ample to capture the entire 2F0 impedance 
space, as shown in the equation. 
       2,21,1,2,2
0
2,20,0,1,2
*
1,21,1,2,2
2*
1,22,2,2,2
1
1,2
aKaKaKaK
P
b
 
   22,22,2,1,2
2
2,22,0,2,2 aKaK   
(6-5) 
 
In order to test the 2F0 model extrapolation behaviour, these 6 coefficients 
were extracted from measurement data contained within two subsets: 
i. For 2F0 impedances with |Г22| <= 0.2 – *Model ‘X’+ 
ii. For 2F0 impedances with |Г22| <= 0.7 – *Model ‘Y’+ 
These two conditions are shown in Figure 6-62.  Each model was then 
required to predict the measured behaviour of the device on impedances 
spread all over the smith chart, including points at the edge of the smith 
chart i.e. |Г22| <= 1.  
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Figure 6-62: Testing for 2F0 extrapolation analysis 
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Predictions from simulations on Model ‘X’ 
Figure 6-63 shows the predicted 2F0 load-pull behaviour, when compared 
to measured data.  The average error in predicting the response signal, b22 
was 4% however the worst-case error in the prediction was 88%.  
Predictions show good agreement up to |Г22| <= 0.5 (highlighted with a 
yellow circle in Figure 6-63).  However, for values of |Г22| > 0.5, the model 
fails to accurately predict measured behaviour and the problem gets worse 
towards the edge of the smith chart.  
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Figure 6-63: 2F0 load-pull prediction using model 'X' 
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Predictions from simulations on Model ‘Y’ 
Figure 6-64 shows the predicted 2F0 load-pull behaviour, when compared 
with measured data.  The average error in predicting the response signal, 
b22 was 1.1% and the worst-case error in the prediction was 4.6%.  Load-pull 
predictions therefore show good agreement up to |Г22| <= 1.0.  
Extrapolation results of the 2F0 load-pull behaviour were therefore found 
to be accurate when higher impedance terminations (e.g. |Г22| <= 0.7) were 
used in the model extraction.  This result is particularly beneficial for 
collecting harmonic load-pull data using passive tuning systems which are 
typically limited to a maximum achievable gamma of |Гh| <= 0.9.  
 
 
Figure 6-64: 2F0 load-pull prediction using model 'Y' 
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6.6 Summary 
This chapter described how an application of the PHD modelling 
framework, the Cardiff Behavioural model was effective in its ability to 
interpolate or extrapolate non-linear measurement data and thereby 
improve the quality of measurement data and speed of measurement 
systems.  
 Fundamental interpolation was demonstrated by using the Cardiff 
Behavioural Modelling framework with higher order terms.  It was shown 
that a 7-coefficient model can accurately capture a fundamental impedance 
space containing 15 load-pull points and interpolate the load-pull 
behaviour when run in the simulator environment.  Its ability to refit data 
onto an ideal grid was verified using measured data with a dense 
distribution (100 points) of target emulation points within the same region.  
It therefore showed a significant reduction in the number of measurements 
required for fundamental load-pull without compromising the quality of 
measurements. 
 A comparison of the interpolation and extrapolation accuracy of the 
second harmonic was also investigated.  It was shown that the model 
required to capture second harmonic behaviour was of a relatively low 
order.  However, the quality of interpolation can be improved by including 
higher-order terms in the extraction. Extrapolation behaviour of the second 
harmonic was found to be accurate when higher harmonic terminations 
were included in the model extraction datasets i.e. |Г22| <= 0.7.  It was 
shown that using such a model, second harmonic reflection coefficients of 
|Г22| <= 1.0 could be obtained to an average confidence of 99%.  Such a 
result is particularly beneficial for collecting harmonic load-pull data using 
passive tuning systems which are typically limited to a maximum 
achievable gamma of |Гh| <= 0.9. 
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Chapter 7 – Future Work and Conclusions 
7.1 Discussion 
The objective of this thesis was to provide improved load-pull 
measurement strategies based on an open-loop active load pull 
measurement system.  
An in-depth literature review was presented aimed to discuss the 
evolution of microwave measurement systems from linear RF 
measurements to the non-linear RF measurement domain.  The reader was 
thus introduced to the automated open-loop active load-pull measurement 
system architecture – the focus of the rest of this thesis.  
Starting with a comparison of behavioural models to compact and 
physical models, the review of non-linear behavioural models was carried 
out; sighting various advantages of using this approach. The theory behind 
the PHD model was then described and shown how most modern 
frequency domain behavioural modelling implementations follow this 
theory.  The reader was then familiarised with the Cardiff Behavioural 
Model formulations and examples of model coefficient extraction were 
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used to explain the concept and show the accuracy of the model predictions 
in both fundamental and harmonic load-pull. 
An intelligence driven active load-pull system was presented, based 
on deriving local PHD models to aid the prediction of the desired active 
signal in order to achieve a target reflection coefficient. In order to define 
the problem area and derive the load-pull error model, device 
characterisation was tested using a numerical based algorithm. The new 
strategy was then designed and proved to be effective in reducing the 
number of iterations and thus improving the utilisation efficiency from a 
typical value of < 30% up-to 90%.  The work was demonstrated by carrying 
out load-pull measurements on 0.5W Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) devices as 
an example.  
A non-linear measurement approach suitable for wafer mapping 
and technology screening applications was presented as an application of 
the intelligence driven load-pull system described above.  Rapid 
characterisation and uniformity investigations of non-linear devices were 
now possible exploiting the speed and intelligence gathered by this system.  
Initially, locally computed X-parameters guided the active load pull system 
thus minimising iterations required to set the desired impedances while 
simultaneously archiving locally computed models as well as the open-
loop settings.  These settings were then recalled for subsequent device 
measurements, eliminating the need for iterative load-pull altogether and 
thus significantly reducing measurement time.  The technique showed that 
if the wafer mapping process is required to measure devices of similar 
technology and periphery, characterisation times can be significantly 
reduced and quantified from approximately 30 minutes to within 7 minutes 
per device.  
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For exploitation within CAD tools, these load-pull measurements 
were used to create a 5th order parameterised behavioural model based on 
Cardiff Model formulations.  The verification on simulation data showed a 
very good agreement between measurements and model accuracy. Each of 
these parameterised models could therefore be utilised within the CAD tool 
for circuit design, optimisation as well as yield analysis providing a format 
and elegance to archiving the non-linear data.  
 In this thesis, it was shown how the Cardiff Behavioural model was 
effective in its ability to interpolate or extrapolate non-linear measurement 
data and thereby improve the quality of measurement data and speed of 
measurement systems.  This investigation was carried out in two stages; 
fundamental interpolation testing and harmonic interpolation and 
extrapolation testing.  
Fundamental interpolation was tested by using the Cardiff 
Behavioural Modelling framework with higher order terms. It was 
concluded that a 7-coefficient model can accurately capture a fundamental 
impedance space containing 15 load-pull points and interpolate the load-
pull behaviour when run in the simulator environment.  An application of 
the interpolation behaviour was demonstrated by performing a data refit of 
the sparse grid onto a denser measurement grid.  This result therefore 
meant a significant reduction in the number of measurements required for 
fundamental load-pull without compromising the quality of measurements.  
This strategy is useful for open loop active load-pull measurement systems 
which are typically iterative in nature.  
 A comparison of the interpolation and extrapolation accuracy of the 
second harmonic was also investigated. It was demonstrated that the model 
required to capture second harmonic behaviour was of a relatively low 
order. However, the quality of interpolation was improved by including 
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higher-order terms in the extraction.  Extrapolation behaviour of the second 
harmonic was found to be accurate when higher harmonic terminations 
were included in the model extraction datasets i.e. |Г22| <= 0.7. Using such a 
model, second harmonic reflection coefficients of |Г22| <= 1.0 could be 
obtained to an average confidence of 99%.  This result is particularly 
beneficial for collecting harmonic load-pull data using passive tuning 
systems which are typically limited to a maximum achievable gamma of 
|Гh| <= 0.9. 
7.2 Future work 
The intelligence drive active load-pull system discussed in this thesis 
is extendable in various areas.  Firstly, if a harmonic local-model is 
captured concurrently as the fundamental local X-parameter models, it is 
possible to carry out simultaneous harmonic load-pull.  A drawback of this 
approach is that the harmonic model will only be valid for the specified 
fundamental impedance and this may lead to a time-consuming extraction 
process at each step.  The problem is further compounded by the fact that if 
more than one harmonic is required to be load-pulled, cross products 
relating the fundamental to each of the harmonics makes it difficult to 
archive these local harmonic models.  
As well as improving the speed of active load-pull algorithms, other 
techniques can be applied to improve the intelligence of the active load-pull 
measurements.  An example is the prediction of stability contours 
presented by Peláez et al. in [1].  The locally derived X-paramters can 
therefore also be used to simultaneously provide the user with information 
about the device stability contours.  
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7.3 Conclusions 
The objective of this thesis was to provide improved load-pull 
measurement strategies based on an open-loop active load pull 
measurement system.  A solution to the iterative problems associated with 
open loop active load-pull systems was therefore presented.  A thorough 
review of existing systems and investigations into their problems provided 
the ideal requirement specification for this development.  A significant 
improvement to the measurement system utilisation efficiency was noticed 
with the development and an application of this was demonstrated using 
device comparison measurements as an example.  Strategies for 
measurements using various load-pull system architectures were also 
investigated taking into account their inherent problems.  
 
The author believes that the strategies presented can be extended especially 
for harmonic load-pull measurements and providing more algebraic 
expressions within the live measurement loop.  
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Appendix A - Description of Active Load-
pull Software 
The core functionality was to provide automated control of all 
instrumentation required for active load-pull control e.g. DC Supplies, RF 
signal generators and receivers.  
Specific Software Requirements 
1. Manage synchronisation and communication in all the instruments 
connected via a Virtual Instrument Software Architecture (VISA) 
connectivity [1] allowing control of instruments connected via a 
Local Area network (LAN), General Purpose Information Bus (GPIB) 
as well as Universal Serial Bus (USB). Each instrument therefore 
requires a specific driver written to offer the core functionality for its 
type. For example, a signal generator driver is required to set a given 
frequency, RF power level and phase offset.  
2. Allow the ability to assign each discovered signal generator to a 
specific harmonic frequency. This step is required for simultaneous 
fundamental and harmonic load-pull. Up to 6 signal generators need 
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to be setup for concurrent source- and load-pull with a total of 3 
harmonics and each port.  
3. Allow setting of dc supply parameters, such as channel numbers, 
compliance settings as well as assignment of ports.  
4. Provide a mechanism of setting the receiver parameters such as 
averages, number of points and trigger settings.  
5. Allow for a basic measurement and acquisition of data from the 
signal receiver. In this case, the signal receiver was a 4-Channel 
Tektronix Oscilloscope (Tektronix DSA8200). Data was to be 
acquired in time domain and via a Fast Fourier transform, converted 
to the frequency domain.  
6. Allow for the correction of raw measurement data at each frequency 
of interest such as the fundamental and harmonic frequencies. Data 
correction is carried out using error coefficients provided by a file 
generated within a calibration utility. This utility provides an 8-term 
error model, grouped by frequency of measurement. 
7. Independently set each fundamental and harmonic signal generator 
to provide an active signal to set impedances at each harmonic of 
interest.  
8. Independently set the DC bias for the device while reporting the 
current and voltage at each terminal of the device.  
9. Automated the steps 2-8 above to provide an automated active load-
pull control feature. During the process, allow user interaction such 
as abort, restart and pause. A ‚live‛ feedback of measurements via 
waveform and smith chart plots is also required.  
10. Provide measurement data in a readable and expandable format. 
11. Optionally provide a mechanism for uploading de-embedding data 
to transfer the measurement reference plane such as device fixture.  
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Description of the Software 
The active load-pull and source-pull software was developed using 
the .NET framework entirely written using Microsoft C# [2]. This 
framework was chosen as it provides an integrated data provider, drag-
and-drop components and an integrated editor which allows for rapid 
application prototyping. Behind the load-pull application was a database 
core which was implemented using SQL Server allowing for quick data 
saving and retrieval. Instrument control was provided for by libraries 
written using Interoperable Virtual Instrument (IVI) libraries [3]. This 
allowed for sending and receiving commands to VISA capable instruments 
via SCPI commands or by drivers provided by the manufacturers.  
 Measurements are therefore always saved into the database and the 
user can optionally export them into one of the defined file formats when 
required. The software therefore benefits from the qualities of modern 
relational database suites such as indexing, data backup and recovery. Data 
visualisation was also provided via a library of drag-and-drop components, 
developed by National Instruments called ‚Measurement Studio‛ *4+. 
Placing all these components in a software environment allowed real time 
control of the measurement system providing the user with a direct 
feedback of device performance as a grid of load-pull emulation points was 
achieved.  
 
Features of the Software (Setup) 
Logging-in 
The software featured a user-profiling feature allowing for personalised 
measurements and settings. Therefore, each user was given a user name 
and password which was required before the software could be used.  
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Once logged-in all measurements carried out were only specific to the 
logged-in user. The login screen is shown in Figure 65. 
 
 
Figure 65: Login screen 
Loading Calibration data 
The calibration vector file generated within custom-written calibration 
software can be loaded into the measurement software using this tool, as 
shown in Figure 66. 
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Figure 66: Loading calibration data 
Instrument discovery 
This tool is used to find all the available instruments on the VISA bus. Once 
found, an instrument needs to be tagged as of a specific type. For example, 
an instrument with identification string ‚Tektronix DSA8200‛ can be 
tagged as receiver.  
 
 
Figure 67: Instrument discovery 
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Assigning drivers 
Since multiple models of receivers, generators and dc supplies are 
supported, it is vital to assign the correct driver to the discovered 
instrument. This is done via the settings panel shown in Figure 68.  
 
 
Figure 68: Driver assignment 
Generator Settings 
In this part of the instrument settings, the signal generators are assigned to 
a harmonic/port combination. For example, the signal generator 
responsible for the fundamental drive signal is shown in Figure 69. The 
fundamental frequency of measurements can also be assigned in this screen. 
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Figure 69: Signal generator settings 
Receiver Settings 
This screen provides a mechanism for setting the signal generator variables 
such as number of points, averages and trigger settings. This is shown in 
Figure 70. 
 
 
Figure 70: Receiver Settings 
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Device-Under-Test (DUT) Settings 
This screen provides a feature that can be used to limit the 
maximum/minimum dc variables such as voltage and current. This is a 
software limit that limits the user controls from accepting out of range 
values.  
 
Figure 71: DUT Settings 
De-embedding control  
 
 
Figure 72: De-embedding control 
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S-parameter files for each of the reference planes such as the test fixture and 
device plane can be uploaded into this screen. This allows the user to carry 
out load-pull or visualise measurement data at the chosen plane. This is 
shown in Figure 72. 
Attenuator settings 
 
 
Figure 73: Attenuator Settings 
 
This allows for high power measurements to be carried out. Once a 
calibration is complete, additional attenuators can be incorporated into the 
calibration path to protect the internal receivers of the oscilloscope. S-
parameter files, containing the loss (s21) of each of these attenuators can be 
uploaded into this screen. This is shown in Figure 73.  
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Diagnostic test 
This tool guides and checks all the settings as setup by the user. If the 
settings are correct, a dummy measurement is complete where by all the 
instruments are triggered for a measurement. If successful, the system is 
setup correctly and ready to measure as shown in Figure 74. 
 
 
Figure 74: Diagnostic test 
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Features of the Software (Measurement) 
The active load-pull control was developed to run in two modes. The first 
mode was to allow manual control by the user. The second mode can be 
used to carry out automated load-pull measurements such as power 
sweeps, bias sweeps etc.  
Manual Measurement Control 
In this mode, the user can set a target emulation point and then set the 
system to iterate to this target point by automatically setting the signal 
generators. The software automatically plots the new position of gamma at 
the harmonic being load-pulled. This is particularly useful for fine tuning. 
Users can also set the signal generators directly giving full manual control 
for control of gamma shown in Figure 75.  
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Control
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Figure 75: Measurement Control 
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Various settings are provided to achieve this functionality, as shown in 
Figure 75 and Figure 76:  
 Measurement of the system characteristic impedance 
 Convergence and weights settings 
 An initial value for the system amplifiers 
 Control for each signal generator whereby the user can set 
amplitude and phase. 
 Ability to set the drive level and bias 
 Ability to set target emulation points 
 
PA Gain 
Settings
Convergence
Settings
Characteristic
Impedance
 
Figure 76: Convergence and Gain settings 
 
Swept Measurement Control 
This control allows setting gamma sweeps for a particular harmonic. The 
sweeps can be grouped by power levels, bias levels and customised in 
various grid shapes.  
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Grid preview
Grid Shape Harmonic 
Selection
 
Figure 77: Sweep Control 
Model-based Load-pull control 
This control enables the local model based load pull control. It controls the 
size of the perturbation signal, allows saving of local models to a file and 
recalling existing models. When enabled, the active load-pull system uses 
locally derived x-parameters to carry out load-pull measurements. 
 
Figure 78: Model-Based LP Setup 
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Features of the Software (Data Viewer) 
The active load-pull software features a real-time data viewer. Using this 
viewer, users can read off the performance information such as drain 
efficiency, output power, gain etc. It also displays output and input 
waveforms, transfer characteristics and load-lines. All of the above 
information can also be viewed at any of the three reference planes, in case 
de-embedding information was uploaded.  
Selecting a sweep 
This control lets the user chose a sweep from the history of experiments in 
the database. The entire sweep or a specific point within the sweep can also 
be chosen and plotted or exported. This is shown in Figure 79. 
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Figure 79: Selecting a sweep 
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Waveform plots 
In this tab, the input waveforms, output waveforms, transfer characteristic 
and load-line plots are displayed, as shown in Figure 80. 
 
Figure 80: Waveform plots 
 
Smith Chart Tab 
This tab displays the gamma at the input and output ports for each of the 
harmonics being measured. This is shown in Figure 81. 
 
Figure 81: Smith Chart tab 
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Performance Tab 
The device performance information such as output power, drain efficiency, 
power added efficiency and gain can be viewed in this tab as shown in 
Figure 82. 
 
Figure 82: Performance tab 
 
Data Export Tab 
Another feature of the data viewer is that it allows the user to select any 
experiment from a history of archives; thus harnessing the power of using 
relational databases to save load-pull data. The selected sweep can be 
exported into a file for use in CAD tools or further processing in other 
software such as MATLAB™ or IGOR™. Data can be exported as a 
Microsoft Excel file or using the Generic MDIF file format, described below. 
The data export feature is shown in Figure 83. 
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Figure 83: Data Export 
The Generic MDIF File format 
The Generic MDIF file format *5+ is compatible with Agilent’s Advanced 
Design System tool (ADS). This allows for raw measurement data to be 
directly imported into the data display window of the CAD package. This 
format was chosen due to its flexibility in handling numerous independent 
variables such as input power, frequency, load-pull targets, bias points etc.  
The measurement data file stored in this format therefore contains the 
following: 
 Comments attribute including information such as the date 
and time the measurement was taken. This is usually started 
with a ‚!‛ character. 
 A set of independent variables describing the conditions of 
each measurement point. This may include the input power 
level or target load emulation point. 
 A data block containing the measured data point as Fourier 
coefficients of a and b waves as well as the v and i waves. 
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These are grouped by frequency with index 0 including the dc 
information.  
 
A sample data block of such file formatting is shown in Figure 84.  
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Figure 84: The Generic MDIF file format 
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Appendix B - Description of Model 
Generation Software 
The Cardiff Behavioural Model generator software was also written using 
the .NET framework. It uses data collected by the measurement software, 
as stored in Generic MDIF file format. The resulting output file is 
compatible with both major CAD tools i.e. Agilent ADS 2009-2011 and 
AWR Microwave Office 2010.  
Importing and filtering data 
Data is imported via a Generic MDIF file loader and then filtered based on 
independent variables such as input power and bias. This is shown in 
Figure 85 (importing) and Figure 86 (filtering).  
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Figure 85: Importing a Generic MDIF file 
 
Figure 86: Filtering data 
Impedance Renormalisation 
This control can be used to manipulate the characteristic impedance of the 
A-waves (typically 50 ohms). This is shown in Figure 87. 
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Figure 87: Impedance renormalisation 
 
Coefficient Matrix Generator 
A customisable matrix of model coefficients can be populated in this 
control. This is based on the magnitude and phase a-wave multipliers. 
Once generated, this matrix is used in the model calculations. 
 
Figure 88: Coefficient Matrix generator 
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Model Calculation and preview 
The behavioural model for the data provided can be calculated in this tab. 
As soon as the model has been generated, an instant preview of the 
measured and modelled b waves is shown for a quick comparison of 
accuracy. The window also contains a summary of the errors in the 
calculation; displayed as a plot as well as textual format. Within this 
window, models can also be archived or recalled for further analysis. This 
screen is shown in Figure 89. 
 
Figure 89: Generating a model 
Model Verification 
Model verification is carried out by comparing the input and output 
gamma plots of both modelled and measured points. Plots of waveforms of 
current and voltage at each of these points are also shown. This is an 
animated feature as the user can step through each point to view the 
corresponding waveform plots for any inaccuracies. 
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Figure 90: Verification control 
 
Data Export 
The model data can also be exported as a Generic MDIF file, readable by 
both Agilent ADS and AWR microwave office, as shown in Figure 91. 
 
 
Figure 91: Data Export tool 
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The load-refitter control 
Using this tool, users can refit a non-ideal grid onto an ideal one provided a 
behavioural model has been calculated. It allows the user to set a grid of 
gamma points overlaying the area of interest. The resulting data can then 
be re-exported as a measurement data file containing an ideal grid. 
Harmonic terminations can also be refit or an average value can be used for 
these. 
 
Figure 92: The load-refitter control 
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